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EDITOR’S CORNER

Everyone Loves An Underdog

H

"

ow can independent retailers, the recognized
underdogs of our industry, compete with online
behemoths and expansion hungry top-25
chains?

Malcolm Gladwell, author of “David and Goliath:
Underdogs, Misfits, and the Art of Battling Giants” might
suggest they re-consider the Old Testament tale, "David
and Goliath".
This story, a metaphor for a miraculous underdog victory, chronicles a high-stakes battle between Goliath, a
well-armed Philistine giant, and David, a shepherd boy.
Goliath was seen to be the hands-down favorite, but
David’s victory, suggests Gladwell, was not a miracle.
Gladwell says that slings like the one David used to
win the day were incredibly accurate and powerful weapons. This and other evidence he presents, points to his
conclusion that Goliath was over-matched by superior
technology and by a rival who didn't follow expected rules
of engagement.
“What we should think of,” Gladwell noted in a recent
TED Radio Hour interview, “is not underdog versus favorite. It is rather the difference between established, powerful, large, and a nimble audacious outsider.”
I won't pass judgment on the merits of Gladwell's analysis, but his observations as they relate to our business are
worth considering. Most important of these is that settled
opinions upon close examination, are very often just plain
wrong. Also, that nimble and audacious "underdogs" can
be superior competitors when armed with fearlessness,
superior technology, market insight and strategy.
Giants are intimidating, but large size and power
always come with vulnerability. There's hope for "Nimble
and audacious" competitors. And, in our world of home
furnishings retailing, design-oriented independents and
experience-focused retailers like the ones you will find
profiled in this informative and useful issue, often seize
the day.

Russell Bienenstock
Editorial Director/CEO
russ@furninfo.com
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POINT/COUNTERPOINT

I

by Bill Napier & Ed Tashjian

s it likely that
our industry's
independent
sales reps will
remain relevant?
Will traditional
representatives
even exist 10
years from now?
Ed says yes, and
Bill says no.

8

Editor’s Note: Here's more
from Furniture World's point/counterpoint duo Bill Napier and Ed
Tashjian. This is their fifth installment, having previously debated
celebrity licensing, digital advertising overload, the millennial myth,
whether or not furniture brands
matter and the future of furniture
markets. See all of their commentary at https://www.furninfo.com/
Authors/List.

POINT: Ed Tashjian
Sales representatives will not
only survive, but they will evolve to
become the single most important
element of the retail relationship.
Obviously, their skills will need to
evolve with business conditions
and technology, but I can’t imagine our increasingly commoditized
home furnishings industry without
sales reps, and here’s why.
First, let’s clear up some misconceptions regarding what sales reps
do that may not be self-evident.

Willy Loman died in the last century. Many well-meaning, but uninformed people think of a furniture
salesman as taking about five percent off the top for doing mindless tasks like scanning swatches,
checking to see that the catalogs
are in place, being garrulous and
going to lunch. Unless you have
actually carried a furniture bag,
you may not have an appreciation
for the nuanced tasks that skilled
sales people perform every day.
Furniture has always been a
relationship business. For most
retailers, this relationship isn't primarily with the factory, it's with the
rep. You often see retailers following reps when they change factories. Sales reps prospect, open and
cultivate accounts. They not only
have relationships with owners and
buyers, but also with sales associates on retail floors. They are the
“face" of the manufacturer to the
floor salespeople. That's the level
where decisions are made as to
what products are shown and sold
to prospective customers. Retail
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" Many well-meaning

but uninformed people think of a furniture salesman
as taking about five percent off the top for doing
mindless tasks... being garrulous and going to lunch."
- Ed Tashjian

associates often prefer to call on
their reps for answers, rather than
ask store management or look up
the information themselves.
Independent reps are double
agents. They work for both retailers and their factories and are
the absolute best advocates for
their retailer customers. The best
reps get the best deals from their
factories. No Virginia it’s not fair,
and every designer or retailer
does not receive the same deal.
Professional reps know how to
work the system, customer service
departments and manage the
managers. They also know that
their wages are paid by retailers.
Commissions just pass through
manufacturers.
In most cases, manufacturers’
reps heavily influence retail merchandising. They are in stores
every day and most weekends.
They are where the money changes hands versus an ivory tower
person (like me) who makes decisions by looking mostly at data.
Not only do they know what is
selling where and why, they’re the
ones who prevent retailers from
having the same items on the floor
as competitors across the street.
10

Reps keep the displays and sales
tools up-to-date and presentable.
They bring fresh, reality-based
ideas that neither the factory nor
retailer has considered.
Furniture is imperfect, and
someone has to be responsible
for handling problems. Unlike
iPhones that are produced by
robots, furniture is made by hand,
has blemishes and inconsistencies that need to be interpreted
and explained. Somebody has to
take the heat. Someone has to
develop and maintain relationships. It requires temperament,
persistence and humility— something that management in my
experience has in short supply.

The Way Of The Dodo?
Some will argue that independent retailers will go the way of
the dodo bird and be replaced
by vertically integrated monoliths like Ethan Allen, Basset
or Restoration Hardware. Who
needs a rep when all the purchasing decisions are made at headquarters? Let me remind you of
what happened when Thomasville
unceremoniously fired its sales

force in a single conference call.
It just sold for a fraction of what
it was at its peak. Vertical stores
still need trainers, merchandisers,
and local analysts which cost
much more than what they get
from reps for free. And if retailers
think manufacturers are going
to give them all or part of the
sales commission formerly paid
to reps, they are sadly mistaken.
Manufacturers are barely profitable now.

In-House Reps
Some will argue that independent reps will be replaced
by in-house employees. Why
should we pay a royalty when we
can keep it all for ourselves? First,
independent reps are economically practical. The more they make,
the more the company makes.
Their incentives are aligned, and
it is foolhardy management that
tries to restrict how much a salesman can earn. Second, and this
is what people forget who have
expense accounts, company provided healthcare, an office and
supplies. Independent reps pay
for these "benefits" themselves.
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POINT-COUNTERPOINT

Substantial traveling and prospecting costs are borne by reps.
The arrangement is virtually risk
free for the factory. Company
employees cost far more,
and they have little or no
incentive to stay past 5PM
or work weekends.

know that furniture does not sell
itself. I concede that e-tail will
account for about 30 percent of
the furniture market in the next
10 years, but two thirds will still
be sold at retail. And much of
what is sold online will first be
seen, touched, and romanced
at retail. Someone has to be
responsible for getting the right
Replaced
mix on the floor, understanding
by e-tail
geographical preferences, training sales people and making sure
Some will argue orders get shipped and placed.
that indepen- It doesn’t happen by magic. It is
dent reps will also reps who set up the likes of
be replaced Wayfair and Amazon accounts,
by e-tail.
interface with them and makes
Unless
you sure the e-tailers' databases are
are a ven- populated.
ture capitalist
or someone
Reps & Interior Designers
outside the
industry you
Some will argue that independent reps can’t sell interior
designers. Their thinking is that
the design channel, composed
mostly of women, many under
35 and ethnically diverse, has a
difficult time building rapport with
industry reps or are largely dismissed as “old white men.” And
yet, I know many “old white men”
who have terrific relationships
with designers. And by the way,
more women are becoming reps.
It’s not about gender or chronological age, it’s about trust, and
an attitude of being young at

"Many retailers complain
that their reps don't add
value and they’d be
better off using reps'
commissions to further
their store’s marketing
and selling efforts."
- Bill Napier

12

heart. Great salespeople do not
sell. They educate and inspire. No
one wants to be sold, but everyone wants to make informed and
relevant decisions.
Some will argue that manufacturers do all the work at furniture markets. I’ve heard manufacturers describe their product
assortment as being so wonderful
that even a trained monkey could
sell it. They see reps as order
takers. But let’s look at the facts.
Fewer than one third of the dealer-base attends the bi-yearly markets, and hardly any of them write
orders there anymore. Essentially,
reps bring the Market to retailers
to consummate sales. They personally explain the uniqueness of
the products, the color story, the
promotional calendars, and the
changes within their company.
Would a bland power point presentation have the same impact?
Do we really think this factory
approach can succeed as well as
a rep who understands the store's
point of view?

Do We Need Reps?
Some will ask, why do we
need reps? They say that all of
the important information can be
found on manufacturers' websites.
A rep I highly respect compares
this to a car owner's manual.
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POINT-COUNTERPOINT

Most people don't read through
the manual. They think they know
everything about driving a car
and can refer to the manual if
something out of the ordinary
arises. Retail sales people often
don't take the time to thoroughly
read a price list and understand
it. A good rep will always mention crucial information necessary
to making an informed buy, and
will help retail staff to make the
most of any retailer-manufacturer
relationship.
The rep system isn’t broken.
Management of reps is broken.
In some cases, old and lazy reps
need to be replaced with fresh
blood. The remainder need management to energize them by
involving them as partners so they
are more likely to prosper, which
should be every manufacturer's
goal. Many manufacturers look at
reps one-dimensionally as people
hired to make their quotas. It's a
big mistake. And retailers need to
appreciate what the great ones
bring to the table and reward
them for it. True rep partners have
a vested interest in the success of
both their retail customers and the
manufacturers they represent.

existing skills will they need to
maintain, and what new skills will
they have to develop?
It's my view that the rep system
of the future will be an evolution
and not a replacement of the current rep structure. In 2028 reps
will play an even larger consultative role. They will have a better
understanding of data as it relates
to profitability and ROI. They will
spend more time training their
clients on product, merchandising
and promotion. Some will take a
larger and more influential role as
designers themselves and will be
working more closely on projects
with their design clients.
The successful rep in 2028 will
incorporate technology into their
day-to-day selling, sales training
and teaching practices. The 2028
rep will spend less window time
in a car and more direct training
via the Internet. They will be able
to tie into store security cameras
or mount their own to monitor floor placements and traffic
remotely via computer. They will
also become experts in AR and
AI. Presentations will involve 3D
and showing fabrics and frames
in the store environment so that
store management, staff and end
consumers can better visualize the
Reps In 2028
benefits of their products.
What will the successful sales
The best reps will continue to
rep look like in 2028? What focus on establishing close and
14

trusting relationships. They will be
likable and trustworthy. Nothing
happens until somebody sells
something. Independent reps are
the unheralded heroes of our
industry. Ten years from now we
may change what we called them,
but they will always be the centerpiece of successful manufacturer-retailer relationships.

COUNTERPOINT: Bill Napier
Wow, Ed did a great job and is
totally “on point”, but I do have
an issue with his analysis based
on my relationships with hundreds
of reps over my career as CMO
of several furniture companies.

"Lots of people can sell
stuff, but to thrive in
next five to 10 years,
reps need to become
strategic marketing
partners to help retailers
create velocity, not just
'floor' inventory." - Bill Napier
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" The
problem
as
I
see
it
is, many reps are unwilling or unable to learn
critical marketing elements that should be integral
to the furnishings sales process. They’re either too
busy, not interested, or deem it irrelevant." - Bill Napier
But...Pigs Don't Fly
Yes, I have very good friends
who are reps. Many do an incredible job and are probably underpaid based on their passion,
knowledge and commitment to
their trade. Ed says that reps
should be true partners to manufacturers, BUT, as a marketing
guy who helped to create “go
to market” strategies, promotions
and associated elements to help
reps show and sell more, I was
often dumbfounded by their lack
of commitment, knowledge, and
understanding of management's
goals as it related to marketing
materials. I actually used to get
calls from reps who told me, “It’s
NOT my job to sell marketing
stuff. My job is to sell furniture”.
WRONG! It is your job to execute
for the factory, flawlessly, what
they want and need to get done.
Ed and I are in the business of
supporting manufacturers through
a variety of means.
One important marketing tool
we create for our manufacturing partners-clients are online
“Marketing Resource Centers”
created to allow reps and retailers
16

to easily access manufacturers'
marketing materials. These web
platforms are set up so that marketing managers can track usage.
Guess what? Traffic on these sites
is dismal in most cases and I think
I know why. It's because most reps
feel it's NOT their job to promote
marketing and advertising in the
store or out of the store. They
believe that their job is to sell
furniture.

Some Facts About Marketing
Studies show that people recall
only 10 percent of what they hear,
20 percent of what they read and
80 percent of what they see and
do. Furthermore, 93 percent of
all communication is non-verbal,
and visuals are processed 60,000
times faster than text.
So those reps who think marketing, advertising and promotional
materials are irrelevant to their
job description need to rethink
that position.
I’ll wager that over 90 percent
of all sales reps have no clue how
marketing platforms influence
consumer purchase behavior. I’ll

bet they have no clue regarding
the demographics of consumers
who control the buying power in
our category. I’ll bet they have no
clue what zip codes around their
dealers' stores have attractive
marketing indices as measured
by low-high propensity modeling
(propensity to buy or consume).
I’ll bet many don’t even know
what marketing indices are.
The problem as I see it is,
many reps are unwilling or unable
to learn critical marketing elements that should be integral
to the furnishings sales process.
They’re either too busy, not interested, or deem it irrelevant. You
can Google what makes a great
salesperson and most answers
are in line with what Ed said earlier, with the exception of “market
knowledge”. Confidence, having
product knowledge, excellent listening skills, showing empathy
and being known for integrity
are great attributes, but most of
the definitions I read, excluded
market knowledge. None of those
attributes, in my opinion, matter
unless you know your customer,
now and in the future.
I agree with Ed about the rela-
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tionship aspects of rep's jobs.
Many reps are invaluable to their
retail customers who will follow
them if they change lines. I have
witnessed that a few times, but
I also know that many, many
retailers complain that their reps
don't add value and they’d be
better off using reps' commissions
to further their store’s marketing
and selling efforts. They say they
just don't need someone to show
them pictures and price lists, they
need them to help create sales
velocity, PERIOD!

Five Question
"Jeopardy" Rep Quiz
So, here's a five question short
quiz for reps as well as sales and
marketing people who hire and
supervise them. I hope you will
cue the "Jeopardy" music before
reading them.
If you are a rep, hire reps or
manage a sales force and get two
or more of these questions wrong,
you are just selling stuff. Lots of
people can sell stuff, but to thrive
in the next five to 10 years, you
need to become a strategic marketing partner to help your retail
customers create velocity, not just
"floor" inventory. Unfortunately,
most reps don’t do that. If you are
one of those reps, and you have
high expectations for your career,

furnworld January2019-5 singles.indd 17

good luck to you!

1.

What percentage of consumers start their search for
furniture on the internet?

2.

What demographic is
responsible for over 50 percent of all household purchases?
How much do they spend each
year? What percentage of disposable income does this demographic control?

ucts that can engage consumers
and generate traffic. Content is
"KING", and reps who fail to supply retailers with more than photos
and short factory written descriptions, which most likely stink, they
haven’t done their research as to
what, why and how consumers
are influenced to make purchase
decisions.

Stop the Music -Times Up!

Answer For #2: This is actually
the easiest question. It’s boomers
over 50, 111 million of them. They
account for over $3.2 TRILLION
in spending annually, and control
over 70 percent of our country's disposable income, yet they
receive less than 10 percent of
retailers' marketing dollars.
Oh, what about your precious
Millennials? Over 31.3 percent
live with mom and dad, their
average credit score is 650 (think
RTO) and they have a savings
rate of a negative two percent.
Why do you think we’re seeing a
huge apartment building boom,
because this age group doesn’t
have any money, especially when
it comes to home ownership.

Answer #1: Over 80 percent,
some say more than 85 percent
of consumers start their search
for furniture on the Internet. Why
is this statistic important? It's
because not many reps work with
their retail customers to create
GREAT website content for prod-

Answer #3: Eighty percent of
ALL households use print as the
key influencer, and you thought it
was Facebook, I bet? According
to a 2017 Nielsen Homescan
study, about 80 percent of U.S.
households still use circulars and
other traditional, printed sourc-

3.

What marketing/advertising
element is the most influential when consumers research
home furnishings products?

4.

What are the most influential technologies that can
help retailers sell more of your
stuff?

5.
Define what I mean when
6.
I say: “The Arrogance Of
Ignorance”?
What is the most hated marketing/advertising venue?

1/9/19 4:42 PM

SALES REP
COUNTER POINT

es for product information. This
includes print circulars at 85 percent, and circular via the store at
79 percent. Consider also that
direct mail has a 30 times higher
response rate than digital according to Forbes. Actually research
shows digital advertising has a
.62 percent response rate, vs.
direct mail at 4.4 percent. Math
is hard, isn’t it?
Answer #4: The most influential
technologies are:

• Website artificial intelligence
(AI) that sorts furnishings by its
“Look”.

"Many manufacturers
look at reps onedimensionally,
as people hired to make
their quotas.
It's a big mistake."
18

• 3D Room Planner Technology.
• Guided online shopping
solutions. Find a platform that
delivers what consumers want:
transparency, accuracy, predictability and LEADS!
Oh, there are more, like IP
address targeting, behavioral
search mapping, etc., but you’ll
have to contact me for that information.
Answer #5: Another easy one:
Digital Ads are the most hated,
even your precious Millennials
hate them!
Answer #6: OK I lied, I have
one more question. Define what I
mean when I say: “The Arrogance
Of Ignorance”? I’ll let you answer
this. Send me an email or call (contact information below). I’d LOVE
to hear your answer!

a sustainable differentiated value
proposition. Get more information
at www.Tashjianmarketing.com or
call Ed at (828) 855-0100.
About Bill Napier: Bill is
Managing Partner of Napier
Marketing Group. He has been
the chief marketing officer of several small, medium and large
companies throughout his career,
most notably Ashley Furniture
Industries.
Bill is also a featured writer and
speaker in the retail industry. His
passion is to help retail brands &
brick mortar retailers grow their
businesses by creating, guiding
and deploying successful marketing B2B/B2C solutions integrating
traditional marketing with the web/
social media. He has demonstrated this with his FREE website www.
social4retail.com with hundreds
of articles and “how-to” strategies
for retailers and brands. Reach
Bill at: billnapier@napiermkt.com
or 612-217-1297.

About Ed Tashjian: Tashjian
Marketing provides senior marketing leadership to the Home
Furnishings Industry. It specialSee all of their commentaries
izes in business analytics and in
helping its clients to segment the at https://www.furninfo.com/
market, define and communicate Authors/List.
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SUPPLIER SELECTION

S

Supplier “X”,
a new player
in the home
furnishings
market, is largely
unknown.
Supplier "Y" is
established with
distribution
throughout the
marketplace.
Which one do
you choose?

by David McMahon

It is all too common for retailers
to choose suppliers solely based
on "a look" they believe will sell
well. It is true style that creates
excitement on sales floors is critical, however, there are other key
criteria that should be considered, and questions that should
be asked of potential suppliers.
Considering these will lead to
higher profitability and inventory
turns which is ultimately what
businesses need if they want to
outperform their competition.

30 Supplier Criteria

1.

The Right Look. Will the
look improve your selection and increase excitement on
your floor, given the likely fact that
existing product may need to be
removed?

2.

Quality. Does it meet your
standards for where you
wish to place the product in your
line-up?

3.

Saleability. Without looking at cost, would the product fetch a price point within your

20

line-up that fills a need?

4.

Raw Cost. Does the cost
before freight make sense
based on what you believe you can
sell it for?

5.

Landed Cost and Freight.
Does the cost after freight
make sense for your operation?

6.

Margins. Will carrying this
product improve your overall gross margin?

7.

MAP (Minimum advertised price). If there is MAP
pricing, do the margins improve
your overall margins?

8.

Online pricing. What is
the range and degree to
which the product is priced by others online?

9.

Required
investment.
What are the requirements
for the initial investment in terms of
floor space, number of SKUs and
dollars.

10.

Reorder lead time.
How long does it take
on average for stock orders vs custom orders.
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SUPPLIER SELECTION
11.

Vendor stock. Does the
supplier maintain stock,
and how transparent is that inventory.

rebates as a buying group member
or other affiliation?

lowing that will attract customers?

18.

26.

19.

27.

13.

20.

28.

14.

21.

29.

12.

Reorder quantity. What
are the options with
reorders? Are there discounts or
surcharges depending on order
size?
Container and domestic options. What are
the options for containers with
regard to mixed product? Are there
domestic alternatives?
Average Turns. On
average, how many
turns can be expected from this
line? (Turns = Typical cost sold
in one year / Average landed cost
carried)

15.

Expected
GMROI.
Taking the above into
consideration, what do you realistically expect your return on investment to be? (GMROI = Typical
margin dollars for 1 year / Average
landed cost carried)

Marketing. To what
extent if any is the vendor advertising?
Product
Simplicity.
What is the degree of
complexity associated with selling
and ordering the product?
Product
Training.
What product training is
included and what can be expected
regarding ongoing training?
Market exclusivity. Is
there market protection
or will the vendor sell to others in
your distribution zone?

22.

Service. What is the
service resolution process for product issues? Is a discount available in lieu of submitting vendor charge backs?

23.

Technology.
How
advanced is the technology used by the vendor for
ordering and selling?

16.

24.

17.

25.

Terms. When and how
is payment due? Is there
a discount for paying early? What
are the retractions for late payment?
Co-op and rebates.
Are there any funds
available for advertising? Are there
22

Sales Rep Quality.
Who will service the
account and what will their commitment be?
Brand Visibility. How
well known is the brand
to the public? Does it have a fol-

Supplier Anonymity.
Is the supplier unknown
and usable as a “private label”
option?
Line-up depth. How
many SKUs does the
vendor currently offer?
Line-up introductions
and discontinuations?
How often does the vendor augment their line-up?
Trust. How solid is the
supplier's reputation?

"Considering these other
factors will lead to
higher profitability and
inventory turns which
is ultimately what
businesses need if
they want to outperform
their competition."
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Selection Criteria

Weight
(% of 100%)

Ranking 1-5

Weighted
Result X

Weighted
Result Y

The Right Look

15%

3

5

.45

.75

Quality

2%

4

3

.8

.6

Margins

10%

5

4

.5

.4

Market Exclusivity

12%

5

1

.6

.12

Vendor Stock

11%

3

5

.33

.55

Reorder Quantity

5%

4

4

.2

.2

Supplier Anonymity

10%

5

2

.5

.2

Terms

5%

3

4

.15

.2

Required Investment

5%

5

3

.25

.15

GMROI

7%

5

4

.35

.28

4.13

3.45

Total (out of 5)

100%

30.

Geo-political exposure. To what degree
is the supplier at-risk for price and
supply chain disruptions?

Do The Math
These 30 supplier selection criteria and related questions should
be weighted depending on their
importance to the individual retail
business model. First, choose
which of these are more and less

Supplier X, a new player
in the market is largely
unknown. Supplier Y is an
established vendor that
has distribution throughout the marketplace. How
do you choose which one
is the best value for your
operation?

important by assigning a percent- are added, the total should be
age weight. When all the criteria 100 percent (see chart).
Once this is accomplished, you
can rank suppliers under consideration on each of your chosen
criteria on a scale of one to five,
with one being poor and five
being excellent. The next step is
to multiply each of your one to
five rankings by the percentage
you assigned to each selection
criteria. Add up all the results
and you have a weighted ranking

"Even if you don't do
the math and just think
about the list of selection
criteria you are likely to
make better choices."

FurnitureMarketOnline
NEW MARKETPLACE FOR FURNITURE
DEALS, CLOSEOUTS & MARKET INTROS!

•Reach 1000s of Retailers
•Sell intros, close-outs & special offers year round
•Save time and money
•Easy to use, low yearly fee for unlimited use
•Launches January 2019
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How Do
You Choose?

Are you an
Importer or Manufacturer?
Want more information
about listing products?
Contact Scott Morton
info@FurnitureMarketOnline.com
or 615-533-3928
Are you a
Home Furnishings Retailer?
Want to be notified
about special deals, closeouts
and intros? Register at
FurnitureMarketOnline/register
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“Add up all the results

and you have a weighted ranking for selecting suppliers. The ones that have the highest
totals in the areas that matter most to you are the ones that you should carry."

for selecting suppliers. The ones
that have the highest totals in the
areas that matter most to you are
the ones that you should carry.
This process is a more scientific
approach for choosing suppliers.
Even if you don't do the math and
just think about the list of selection criteria you are likely to make
better choices for your business.

initial inventory. You have chosen
10 selection criteria that are most
relevant in your search. Not all
criteria are equal however. So
you assign a weight out of 100
percent to each criteria. Supplier
X, a new player in the market is
largely unknown. Supplier Y is
an established vendor that has
distribution throughout the marketplace.
Using the method described
Example
earlier in this article, you ask questions and assign a value using 1
Suppose you are looking for a
to 5 star rankings. Calculations
supply chain option to boost your
are shown in the chart on page
margin without a lot of risk asso23 for the following criteria and
ciated with carrying significant
questions:

"Supplier X would add a
new type of look to your
line-up whereas Supplier
Y is more like what you
sell already. So, you rate
Y at .75, higher than
X at .45."
24

The Right Look: Supplier X is a
wild card whereas Supplier Y is
proven. Supplier X would add a
new type of look to your line-up
whereas Supplier Y is more like
what you sell already. So, you
rate Y at .75, higher than X at
.45.
Quality: Supplier X's products
have nicer workmanship and
materials while Y seems lesser so.

Market Exclusivity: This is an
important factor in your decision.
Supplier X will not sell to anyone
else in your market place provided you are making routine
purchases and keep current with
payables. Supplier Y does not
enter into exclusivity agreements
and some of your competitors
carry the line.
Vendor Stock: Supplier Y has a
proven supply chain developed
both domestically and internationally. Product is available via
quick ship (for a higher price) or
container purchase (at a reduced
price). Supplier X, being new on
the domestic scene, promises this,
but is unproven. X could have
supply issues if it grows too fast or
encounters manufacturing issues.
Reorder Quantity: Both suppliers
allow for no minimum orders and
have container purchase options.
Supplier Anonymity: Supplier X
is new and would be perfect for
private labeling. Supplier Y is
common amongst retailers and
consumers are starting to recognize the brand.

Margins: Both suppliers can
deliver decent margins, however, Terms: Supplier Y offers 45 days
X appears to have better landed payment terms from invoice date
costs.
(shipping date) on domestic
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“After multiplying each

criteria score with your assigned weight and tolling up the results, you find that
X is the winner over Y. Supplier X has a weighted five-star ranking of 4.13."

stocked goods. X wants full payment on shipping, but will negotiate to net 30 days.
Required Investment: Supplier
X just wants to get into your lineup and is willing to do so with
a minimum number of SKUs. A
much more significant initial dollar spend would be required to
floor and inventory supplier Y.
GMROI: Due to the opportunity
for a large margin and small
inventory, the return on investment possibility looks excellent for
Supplier X. Y has the potential to
return very good GMROI as well.

28

Bottom-line
After multiplying each criteria
score with your assigned weight
and tolling up the results, you
find that X is the winner over Y.
Supplier X has a weighted five-star
ranking of 4.13. Supplier Y has
3.45. This does not mean that X
will work out of course. Anything
could happen. However, going
through a selection process such
as this forces retailers to do some
homework ahead of an investment. It increases the chances
of success. When you do find a
supplier that checks most of your

important boxes and delivers on
“the promise”, it is gold.
About David McMahon: David
McMahon is VP of Professional
Services at PROFITsystems, a
HighJump Company. He is Certified
as a Supply Chain Professional,
Management Accountant and
Kaizen Facilitator. David directs 5
performance groups, the Kaizen,
Visionary, Gladiator, TopLine
Sales Managers, and the LEAN
DC Ops group as well as multiple consulting projects. He can
be reached at david.mcmahon@
highjump.com.
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DESIGN & DESIGNER
KEITH BALTIMORE
by Melody Doering

I

nterior designer
and furnishings
retailer Keith
Baltimore shares
his thoughts about
nurturing and
romancing the
design and retail
experience.

This month Furniture World
was pleased to interview designer
Keith Baltimore. Keith established
the Baltimore Design Group, Port
Washington, NY, more than 25
years ago. This award-winning
firm has designed both luxury
residential and commercial spaces around the world. Keith has
a media presence in print and
video, with his designs featured in
Traditional Home, NY Cottages
& Gardens, LI Pulse, Newsday,
Luxury Living, DecoratorsBest.
com, and NBC LX-TV Open
House. With a pay-it-forward philosophy, Mr. Baltimore supports
numerous philanthropies, as well
as donating an annual arts and
design scholarship.

Early Inspirations
Furniture World asked Keith to
describe how he got his start in
design.
“I’m a native New Yorker and
have been fascinated by design
my entire life. As a child, I rear30

ranged furniture, but after starting
to move the electrical and plumbing at age 10, my parents were
like, ‘You've got to stop!’
“Because I was good at math
and science, I started college as
a pre-med student. Within four
months I switched over to fine
arts, and then transferred to the
University of Maryland as an interior design major and architecture
minor.
“After graduation, thinking
myself to be the reincarnation
of Frank Lloyd Wright, I returned
to New York as an employee at

“Most retail furniture
store situations present
furnishings that fit the
bill. It’s a this works –
that doesn't – sales
philosophy."
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“Retail is much like a think-tank. At its
best, it’s an experiment in mixing styles
and color, a laboratory of design."

a very large interior design firm.
That lasted for about an hour!
The experience taught me that I
couldn’t be a cog in a corporate
wheel. I transitioned to a small
interior design firm, a one-man
operation. There I assisted with
drafting and designing, doing
day-to-day invoicing, and figuring out how the design business
works.
“Then, as fate would have
it, I accompanied my uncle to
look for a sofa. We walked into
Contemporary Living, a retail
store in Brooklyn. We walked
around the store and I was telling
my uncle, ‘This is the wrong way,
the wrong dimension, the wrong
color. We might want to take the
back off of here. Can you recess
the base?’
“The owner of the firm had
been watching us and came up
and asked me, ‘Oh, who are
you?’ Then he hired me on the
spot! Less than two years later I
was recruited by Harrison Interiors
in Cedarhurst before opening up
32

my own firm, a small retail store, muted and very somber. Soon
also in Cedarhurst. That was 30 after 9/11, I had all the walls
years ago.”
painted in bright tones, hot pink,
orange, and fuchsia, to liven
things up and make the showBaltimore Design Center
room feel happier. The furniture, accessories, and art were, of
Question: Opening your own
course, the same as before.
store was a big undertaking. What
“When our customers walked
was the impetus for that?
through that showroom, they had
“I have been influenced by the emotional reactions. While I can’t
times, by pop culture, and by quantify the effect on sales, peomy clients’ culture. I find beauty ple walked in, and their faces
in everything. My talent is that I reflected joy, interest, fun, and
notice everything, take it in, and even temptation!
“Being a great retailer is not
then synthesize it into design.
“Retail is much like a think- just about selling furniture, accestank. At its best, it’s an experiment sories or art. It involves working
in mixing styles and color, a lab- to invoke a visceral reaction, an
oratory of design. What happens emotion in the people who enter.”
if we paint that wall chartreuse?
What if we force that color story
A Taste For Everything
in the showroom? Will people like
that? Will it increase sales? How
Question: How do you differwill shoppers react?
entiate Baltimore Design Center
“Here’s an interesting design from the general retail landscape?
story: back in 2001, Baltimore
“Baltimore Design Center is
Design Center was filled with
taupes, whites, and greys – very not a typical retailer because the
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products we sell are so eclectic.
We have antiques, mixed with
mid-century modern, mixed with
cold modern. There’s a taste for
everything, a kind of smorgasbord of furniture. We know we

can't be everything for everybody,
but we can let people see things
combined in a way that they don't
normally see in an 8,000 square
foot store.
"We stock and have custom
order, plus we carry all the big
lines, including Lee, Bernhardt,
Century, Theodore Alexander,
Old Biscayne, Palecek, and many
more. We also have lots of accessories by many different artists.”

Romancing the
Retail Experience
“It’s a very interesting time
because the experience of retail
is a dying art. With the growth
of online furniture sales, furniture-store traffic is not as good as
it once was. My job as a retailer is
to make our shopping experience
better. That includes the smell,
the sound, the service, the whole
retail ambiance, every day a playlist all based on design.
“The romancing of the retail
experience has to be nurtured. I

Retail displays at Baltimore Design Center
features a smörgåsbord of furniture, decorative accessories and eclectic accent
pieces. Black backgrounds disappear
highlighting white and gold which is
boldly displayed.
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"Being a great retailer
is not just about selling
furniture, accessories
or art. It involves working
to invoke a visceral
reaction, an emotion
in the people who enter."
don't see as much attention given
to that in most other retail venues. Don’t get me wrong, there
are certain retailers who do know
that to keep clients, they have to
craft an experience that creates
a gut reaction, and at the same
time generates the comfort to
purchase.”

Examining Sales Philosophy
Question: When you walk into
an average retail store or check
out industry websites, what do
you typically think about their
offerings?

“Most retail furniture store situations present furnishings that
fit the bill. It’s a ‘this works –

1/9/19 4:42 PM

Pictured above is Baltimore Design Center's store-front decorated for the
holidays. Inside, near the entrance is a vignette with a melange of primary colors against a neutral wall. Pale grey sofas are highlighted with purple accents
and flowers. It's just one of the constantly changing vignettes that demonstrate
Baltimore's eclectic style, always designed to create delight and surprise.

that doesn't’ sales philosophy.
Online, consumers find a piece
that comes in the color they want.
It’s shipped to their house. If they
don't like it, they ship it back. It’s a
commerce experience. I couldn't
comment on the whole overall
scheme of retail, but 90 percent
of the time I'm a little turned off.
“Back when Levitz was in busi-

“My job as a retailer is
to make our shopping
experience better. That
includes the smell, the
sound, the service, the
whole retail ambiance."

ness, I was called in to review
their presentations. Their sales
floor looked like a sea of matching furniture sets. Customers
could see the first scene, which
was modern, the next, southwest,
the next, Victorian. It presented
like a slide show of time periods,
and it was unappealing in terms
of experience.

on buying sets, on gross margin, and inventory control. But
even for these retailers, a lot
can be gained by not positioning sets where everything is the
same height, where all the backs
and colors are the same. For a
more creative approach, asking
the question ‘Why?’ is a good
place to start.
“Look at why you mix a curved
“I suggested they take all of
this, put it in a blender and throw back sofa with a low chair. Think
it all over the floor so that shop- about how the eye moves over
pers could see mixes of things your design choices, and why.
they normally wouldn't mix. When Will someone want to stop there
things are too matched, too cook- and just sit? What are the reaie-cutter, it tends to be a little bor- sons why they would buy that
sofa? Is it comfort? Sure, it is, but
ing and visually uninteresting.
at a higher level, what are the
relationships between that sofa
Asking the WHY Question
and chair, the rug and the coffee
table? It’s a dialogue that can
“I understand that from a big be discovered by talented people
retail perspective, there’s a focus who have a design background
January/February 2019
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“Even though the client's

first impression was ‘Argh! No, don’t do it! You cannot put a TV in our dining
room,’ it is well on its way to transitioning to a multi-use room.”

and know how to listen.

The Importance of Listening
Question: Tell us about your
design clients and your process.
“Most of the design business
comes through our reputation.
Our design clients know that we
listen, which is the most important
aspect. It’s not about the latest
trends, it’s about what makes our
clients comfortable, makes them
smile, makes them tick.
“Many of our design clients are
homeowners from the Hamptons,
the Gold Coast of Long Island,
Manhattan, Florida, and New

Jersey. People come to our store
for design services based on our
approach to design, which is
anthropological. They know that
at the end of the day the design
of their rooms was created exclusively for them.
“The result is that all my designs
are unique because my clients’
lives and style preferences are
also unique. It’s important for me
to interpret their needs to create
cohesive, functional designs for
their homes. The first challenge
for me and my staff is to facilitate
that design by doing research,
then synthesize that information,
explain to clients what’s available
on the market, and let them know

what’s possible.”

Anthropology and Design
Question: Please expand on
the idea of an anthropological
approach to design.
“Anthropology is the study of
humans. As I mentioned before,
listening is important. Clients can
be a bit closed off at the beginning, but it’s important to get
information. Otherwise the process won’t work well for them.
So, I am very inquisitive and very
specific.
“I was classically trained, creating formal, traditional, interi-

The cement beam (left) was uncovered while gutting a NYC penthouse
apartment. Once it was framed with museum quality glass, illuminated
and surrounded by kitchen counters, this feature became the kind of
surprising element Keith likes to add to room designs. Coffered ceiling
adds apparent height to the space. A rarely used former formal dining
room (right) was converted to a family-friendly multi-use space that can
now be used for eating, hanging out, watching TV, work and study.
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Pictured at left is a bedroom with vaulted ceiling and sky lights. Note the soft
orange LED lighting against sophisticated
greys. Baltimore used low set furniture to
accentuate ceiling height.
The multi-use dining room (below) can
be casual or formal. The design includes
bunkhead seating with a split table so
that people sitting against the wall can
egress through the middle. Shelf with
glassware is custom designed to make
dining room objects accessible and
decorative.

"For a more creative approach, asking the question
‘Why?’ is a good place to start."
or design for clients as well as
modern or post-modern work. As
an interior designer my job is to
understand differing schools of
thought. It would be egocentric to
force my own ideas on a client.
My job is to interpret what clients
want and then make something
good happen – maybe push the
envelope, and show them visuals
that might challenge them. As an
interior designer, I see myself as
both an educator and an anthropologist.
“When I travel, for example, I
like to go to learn about people
by visiting the grocery store. There
are some customers who read
every label; and then there are
those who just throw everything
into their cart and check out to
get to the next activity. Then there
38

are people who enjoy the shopping and are interested in the
smells and textures around them
– they smell the lemons. You can
tell a lot about the culture by seeing how differently people shop.”

It's an Amazon World
Question: Do your observations inform how you interact with
clients?

customer.
“We live in an Amazon world.
Many people aren't going to the
grocery store anymore. But there
are still some people who want to
smell that lemon. So, it depends
on the person. Baltimore Design
Center is a mom and pop operation, and the older generation
definitely shops the showroom.
Millennials aren't doing that. They
might run in for a minute and see
if they can pick something up;
or they're online looking at what
they can get, how they can get it
quickly, and at the right price.”

“It may not change the way I
interact with people, but I think
it's been useful in understanding
how clients are so different. I can
better understand the impetuous
Anthropology and Retail
customers who says, ‘Alright, just
Question: Does your anthroset it up, I love it.’ Or, the ‘I don't
know where I'm gonna end up pological approach translate to
putting it, but I'll find the spot,’ Baltimore Design Center, a retail
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environment?
“It’s exactly the same design
philosophy – it's all about the
client. Because of our reputation,
people visiting the store come
in looking for a vibe. They hope
to get an experience that will
inform how they will furnish their
home to create something special. Certainly, if they want to just
buy a sofa or sectional, they can
do that, but it’s not usually the
type of store traffic we get.
“More generally we see people
who are thinking about doing
their kitchen and living room but
don't know where to start. If it
becomes a project, we can make
plans, and take care of everything

40

from that point on.
“People also come to the store
to find accessories and art pieces,
the things they would not be able
to find anywhere else. The store is
unique, including items selected
to be thought-provoking, not typical home goods, a curated visual.
“People come to me for creativity and to push the envelope
within their genre. They want their
rooms to be current, even if the
style is traditional. We don’t just
make pretty rooms, or place a
chair in a certain spot because it
looks like a chair should go there.
For every trim, every build, there
has to be a reason why. If we
make a night table high or low,
its comes back to the function-

al needs of the person who will
live there. It is an explicit story.
For example, I may put myself in
the position of clients when they
brush their teeth, and consider
where the light comes from. All
of these things are worked out in
advance.”

Sources of Inspiration
Question: Where do you find
your inspiration, do your buying,
develop creativity?

White room with vaulted ceiling and
fireplace is both elegant and comfortable.
Baltimore's use of neutrals is offset by
eclectic natural materials including wood,
glass, marble and metal. Swivel chairs add
flexibility to seating arrangements.
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KEITH BALTIMORE
“Since I live in Manhattan, I go
to the theater almost every night,
and notice how the sets, music
and acting all come together
in a perfect globe. The theater
is a great place to turn off the
phone for two and a half hours,
get transported and inspired.
Taking the time to appreciate
architecture, fashion, fine art and
sculpture is crucial for nurturing
creativity. I frequent museums on
weekends and I always shop. I
literally abuse Manhattan where
ideas and experiences are moving in and out constantly. It’s
impossible to see all of it.
“Even retailers who don't live
in a place like Manhattan, can
Baltimore designed this large “outdoor living room” that includes multiple conversation areas plus space for eating, lounging,
sunbathing and even a large architect’s
lamp for night reading.

still get out of their four walls and
see how people live. Enjoy an
experience elsewhere. Walk into
another retail store and say hello.
Get a perspective on what other
people are thinking and doing. It
will inform both your business and
personal life.
“As a designer, I think it’s crucial to be observant. As I said
before, I like to watch the way
people react, the way they buy.
We see people who bring a tape
measure, come back three or four
times, and negotiate price. We
also see impetuous buyers, who
just want to throw it in the cart
and get out. Then there are people who look for craft and quality. They walk through the store
admiring pieces. All this says a
lot about shoppers and how they
might buy. Retailers approach
sales differently, but the most
important thing is to never, ever

Baltimore's design is eclectic. A textured glass screen
separates the entrance from living room that still lets
light in. There is a mix of textures, feels, patterns,
family treasures and newly purchased furnishings.

42

underestimate a client. In other
words, never sum up somebody
by their appearance.”

Trend Is a Four-Letter Word
Question: You briefly mentioned that ‘it’s not about trends.’
Can you elaborate?

“Trend has five letters, but for
me it’s four-letter word. Retailers
can get caught up in a trend and
then be sorry later on when it
comes to a screeching halt. The
important thing when it comes to
a trend is to understand where
it comes from, why it happened,
and where is it going. I’m always
forecasting what's happening
next.
“Can certain accessories feel

"Enjoy an experience
elsewhere. Walk into
another retail store and
say hello.
Get a perspective on
what other people
are thinking and doing.
It will inform both
your business and
personal life."
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like they're dated? Can window
treatments look too heavy? Does
a client want to see more outside
space? Do they want to open up
living areas? Sure, they do. But
when the furniture they buy is of
good quality and wisely chosen,
they won’t need to replace it all
with something that’s trendy and
very Kardashian. Mixing trendy
items with classic interior design
is the way to go – it feels current, fresh, and in the now. At
present, New York is having a
glam moment of opulence, with
fur, sparkle, and dazzle. It’s a bit
trendy, so adding a touch of it,
which is easily removable, can be
a great idea.”

impression was, ‘Argh! No, don't
do it! You cannot put a TV in our
dining room,’ it is well on its way
to transitioning to a multi-use
room.
“Room design can change lifestyles. The formal dinner party
can still happen in that room, but
it can also be used the other 364
days. This kind of thinking is good
for clients and can be an opportunity for retailers.
“It's time for our clients to use
things they own and not wait for a
for a special day. They should be
using all their rooms. Put a pool
table in the dining room. Go into
the room; use the room.
“Outdoor spaces are changing,
as well. Outdoor has become
Re-imaging Spaces
the new indoor. I'm selling more
outdoor furniture than indoor furQuestion: Is there movement niture out of our Florida office.
in the way people are using their Using outdoor space is important
spaces today?
to people who want to sit by the
pool, have a dinner party outside
“Yes. The dining room is usually or just hang out. The idea of crethe best real estate in the house. ating spaces, in what I call it the
It’s in the front, it has lots of win- outdoor living room, is awesome.
dows, and it’s beautiful. But today And, of course, we're using the
nobody uses their dining rooms. same durable, washable fabrics
I'm working on one right now, that now both indoors and out.”
will include a TV and a big sofa.
The table will be moved to the
Patience Is a Virtue
side, and there will places where
the kids can do homework, and
Question: Are there any other
parents can read the newspaper.
issues
that are affecting retailers
It will feel comfortable, and not
like the Queen should be sitting in general?
“Culturally, our customers’
at the other end of the table.
And even though the client’s first attention spans have gotten short44

er. For interior design projects
there’s an attitude of, ‘Just show it
to me and let me get out of here.’
That’s a generalization obviously,
but we see our millennial clients
wanting their spaces to be chic,
easy, and available ‘tomorrow’.
They say, ‘What do you mean I
have to wait twelve weeks to get
it done?’
“It's an impatient world, but
I think all good things come to
those who wait. When our customers buy something because
they want it now, and find they
have made a mistake, it turns
out to be costly and foolish. They
won't remember the twelve weeks
that it took to get it when it's
perfect. But they will certainly
remember if it's a disaster. That’s
advice I give clients – and I really
believe it.”

"At present, New York
is having a glam
moment of opulence,
fur, sparkle, and dazzle.
It’s a bit trendy, so
adding a touch of it,
which is easily
removable, can
be a great idea.”
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QUALITY & FASHION IN

Casual Dining

Introducing Haverford From Cochrane

Fab Finishes: Available in Toasted Almond and Toasted Almond
with Pistachio finishes over select Birch veneers and select hardwood
solids. It's Country Casual Chic dining at it’s very best!
Great Selection: Single pedestal, Trestle base and Country leg
tables, plus a casual country splat back or classic double X back for
a more formal look, and farmhouse bench.
Beauty & Function: Sideboard offers “touch” lighted interiors and
ample hidden and display storage. A great value.

1011 S Grove Ave., Ontario, CA 91761
1457 Industrial Park Dr., Sardis, MS 38666
Tel: 662-562-8203 • email: www.chromcraft-revington.com

High Point Market: IHFC-1147
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STUDIO J HOME

R

ecognizing
a void in
the central
Ohio marketplace, June Sedlak
Mooney created
Studio J, an artfully
selected boutique
environment, with
music, and an
occasional glass
of wine!

46

by Janet Holt-Johnstone

Prepare to be dazzled by colors,
shapes, unexpected surprises at the
Shoppes at River Ridge, Dublin,
Ohio. The realization of long-held
concepts. The vision, wisdom and
very hard work of June Sedlak
Mooney, of Studio J.
There’s not a doubt in the world
that June was destined to make
her mark in the home furnishings
industry. “Wearing many, many
hats,” June energetically targeted
the creation of her lush 11,000
square foot design oasis. After 38
years, Studio J is her reward.
And it’s a different world. The
artfully selected aesthetic of mid to upper-end brands like Stickley,
Henredon, Century, La Barge,
Tommy Bahama and Wildwood
blend well with eye-catching artwork, lighting, rugs and accessories. Think elegance in a boutique
environment. With music and an
occasional glass of wine!
Dublin is a growing, northwest
suburb of Columbus, Ohio. June
recognized a void in the central
Ohio/Columbus market. “There
are several big box retailers targeting the broad middle market,
but people in the area are really excited to have better quality

offered to them.” Response has
been “extremely positive”.
Ribbons were cut on Labor
Day, 2015. “We actually had a
soft opening June 21st, not only
Father’s Day but my Dad’s 90th
birthday. Because I wanted to dedicate Studio J to him,” said June.
But excitement grew during the big
splash of the Labor Day weekend,
special events were staged, there
was a musician, a jewelry artist,
there were drawings and enticing
giveaways.
That rugged 38 years of preparation had been mentored by her
late father, John P. Sedlak, founder and owner of Sedlak Interiors,
Cleveland, Ohio. June told us
that John, an honored veteran
of the Battle of the Bulge, the
Army’s 222nd Infantry Regiment,
was a recipient of The Presidential
Unit Citation for Extraordinary
Heroism. After the War, using
the G.I. Bill, John attended John
Carroll University and graduated
from Western Reserve University.
Then he started his own furniture
store in 1947 on Cleveland’s east
side, selling whatever he could out
of his garage, mostly appliances.
He soon moved to a corner store
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"That rugged 38 years

of preparation had been mentored by her late father, John P. Sedlak, founder
and owner of Sedlak Interiors, Cleveland, Ohio.”

where he expanded to furniture
and carpets and eventually added
clocks, accessories and lamps.
“He acquired 15 buildings all
together, walking customers up
and down the street, depending
on what they were shopping for!
“We moved to a new location
in Solon in 1989, under one
roof, more than 100,000 square
feet on 33 acres of land, and he
created his landmark ‘Street of
Dreams’ that featured 27 galleries
and lifestyle areas. The galleries
had different facades, crafted to
look like different shops along the
street.”
June talked of her father’s energy and spirit. “Dad used to say
that his initials J. P. stood for
jet-propelled!” There are genetics

evident here.
June had been an important
part of the family business “since
grade school”. Her first job was
“putting grommets on carpet samples”. On Saturday afternoons
she delivered flyers or postcards
to announce sales, “dividing them
up by zip codes”. During her
high school years, she spent every
Saturday “keeping the store across
the street from the main store
open, so customers could run
over by themselves. It was called
the Americana Shoppe, and it
was focused on Early American
furniture. When I was alone I
used to make sure that the lamps
were lit, I’d fluff the pillows and
straighten pictures. I discovered
that I really enjoyed being creative

Six Powerful
Retail-Focused Issues!
In-depth information that
helps home furnishings
retailers boost sales,
cut costs and identify
opportunities.

with displays within the showroom.
Eventually I started to design and
build the displays in the front windows.
“When customers came in they
would always have questions for
me. And almost always I had to
call over to the main store to find
out the answer! That helped me to
learn the business quickly.
“There were eight family members in the business then, but it’s
no secret that I am most like my
father when it comes to passion
for the furniture industry. And, like
him, I have street smarts.”
June attended the College of
Wooster for one year. “But I was

“The media that works
best for us in our
marketing efforts
are the range of
magazines that people
pick up to get ideas."

Subscribe at

www.furninfo.com
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Pictured is June Sedlak Mooney and the
store she founded with her husband Bill
who serves as Operations Manager.

"See negatives, but accentuate positives. Be exposed
to the worst, but expect the best. Have reason to
complain, but choose to smile."
getting antsy to really get into the
business. So I took a crash course
in Interior Design for six months
in Columbus at the Dean Call
School of Interior Design. I am
certified as an honors Interior
Designer.
“I then began to work full time,
mainly in sales. Shortly after my
official career began, the girl
who ran our carpet department
left to raise a family. Delighted,
I jumped in with both feet and
became the buyer for carpeting,
selling, setting up installations, all
the while continuing to work with
customers in furniture.
50

“In the early ‘80s I started to
learn a great deal more about
Oriental rugs and encouraged my
father to allow me to buy some
hand knotted rugs from India.
That decision escalated to hundreds of rugs, and later a 4,000
square foot showroom.”
Working with her mother,
rugs then expanded to upholstery. Eventually June became the
sole buyer for upholstery, leather
and recliners, and she created
many of the displays in their huge
showroom. Her activity in design
grew rapidly, both interacting
with customers and in training

sales associates. June’s title by
then was Vice President of Sales
and Merchandising. She worked
closely with the Seldak’s advertising agency and in setting up and
activating the store’s promotions.

A Fresh Start
And then one day, buying alone
for the very first time at the High
Point Market in 2014, June made
the decision to start her own
business, and the future of Studio
J became reality. By the spring
of the following year, June and
her husband, Bill, were immersed
in intensive planning. “Trucks,
warehouse, opening new stock,
knocking down boxes, eventually
hiring and training warehouse
help. Bill earned the title then
of Operations Manager, and is
more involved now than ever!”
Between her epiphany at Market
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“Everything is changing

so rapidly and, in my opinion, the pendulum is swinging back to brick and
mortar. There is a definite trend, people do not want the big box stores
and the product they offer.”

and the excitement of Studio J’s
Grand Opening, there were challenges galore. Determining that
all important location required
many exploratory trips around
the region. But the couple kept
returning to an area she “instinctively felt was right”.
But there definitely appeared
to be some negatives. It was “a
shopping center with very low
visibility, there were a couple of
vacancies, and it was only about
a third retail.”
The center was “approximately
1,000 feet from a major intersection where a large and complicated roundabout was under
construction, so traffic both north
bound and south bound was totally closed for roughly eight months
shortly after our opening!” And
then the roundabout became the
site of many accidents until drivers became accustomed to the
change.
And, “Two very old strip malls
across the street were entirely
razed to make room for the big
new development that would be
going up. But on the other hand,
that ‘big new development’ could
and would be very important to
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Studio J!”
The development consisted of
several massive higher end blocks
of condos and apartments. And
a brand new and shiny Marriott
Hotel. It was a leap of faith for
the couple. An optimist to her
core, June has an engaging philosophy:
“To be aware of problems but
recognize solutions. To know
about difficulties but believe they
can be overcome. See negatives, but accentuate positives. Be
exposed to the worst, but expect
the best. Have reason to complain, but choose to smile.”
Those condos and apartments
are now the homes of furniture
needing Millennials, many of
whom are moving from their first
home furnishings ventures into
higher bracket brands. “We are
definitely setting our sights on
the aging Millennials, although
our principal demographic at this
point in time is still the 50-plus
group, the people with the highest
bank balances.”
And that huge signature hotel
has become a commercial hub,
housing a constant flow of hundreds of travelers and locals for

business and pleasure, its meeting rooms regularly booked for
conferences and social events.
Those people can’t help but see
Studio J’s sign and facade (and
the flyers she places in the lobby!)
and drop in for a visit. At which
point, of course, they will set eyes
upon and love June’s “WOW factor”. And with any luck they will
transition into clients or, at least,
word-of-mouth ambassadors.

“We are definitely setting
our sights on the aging
Millennials, although our
principal demographic at
this point in time is still
the 50-plus group, the
people with the highest
bank balances.”
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“We recognize unaffiliated designers,
and have a special in-house department to work co-operatively with them. They
will frequently call to alert us that they’re sending in clients to work with us."
Media
“The media that works best for
us in our marketing efforts are the
range of magazines that people
pick up to get ideas. They see
our ads and the unique product
mix, the color and style flair, the
commentary and design advice
content that is so important. All
that brings them in to Studio J.
“Social media is naturally very
crucial to us and useful in getting
potential clients in to come to see
and feel textures in upholstery and
fabrics, and to recognize design
possibilities in the transitional,
contemporary and vintage areas.
This is a textile industry and it
should be hands on.
“We have used print, newspapers, but for announcements and

events. Television is too costly
and, in any event, not as effective
for us.”
At Studio J’s launch June did go
public in local newspapers, not
only to introduce the new venture
but also to recognize her dad’s
accomplishments and his mentorship and influence in her business
and personal life, a public “dedication”. And to thank friends,
customers and colleagues.

Technology
Much as June appreciates
the enormous value of technology, she has an antipathy to
the annoyingly ubiquitous mobile
phone! “It’s a global challenge to
all retailers! A client or potential
client will come into Studio J with

their ‘phone absolutely glued to
them. And many people will chat
intermittently during their visit. It’s
very distracting when a designer
is trying to discover their needs,
whatever it is they are dreaming about for their special projects, and show them furniture that
would be right for them!”

Operations
Customer service was top priority in the family business. June’s
father insisted, “’Whatever is
wrong, we fix it immediately!’ We
strive to deliver a level of service
that exceeds the expectations of
our customers.”
At Studio J, Tammie McKenzie,
Office Manager, orchestrates all
customer service with her gentle

Studio J employees
a staff of talented
designers. When a
client arrives, June and/
or her designers “Begin
with a consultation
where we learn everything we can about their
project and their style
preferences".
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but decisive personal touch.
Staff at Studio J includes four
highly qualified and talented
designers, Carol Meara, Van
Shephard, Rick Sherman and
John Weinheimner, all of whom
work on commission. “Our warehouse, delivery, customer service
and all other staff are on salary.
“We also recognize unaffiliated designers, and have a special in-house department to work
cooperatively with them. They will
frequently call to alert us that
they’re sending in clients to work
with us. We certainly encourage
these hand-in-hand relationships.
“There is very little turn over,
54

but we want to hire young design
graduates and we will provide
additional training for them at
Studio J. We will be assisted in
this area by manufacturers’ representatives.
“Our plans are in the development stage for in-house design
workshops for clients and potential clients.”
There is a strict client follow-up
system in place. “We call clients
whenever there is to be an event
and always right after a delivery.”
An amusing side-line, June talked of an unusual delivery. “An
important client bought substantially from us, a houseful of home

"People are transforming
dining rooms into guest
bedrooms, offices, hobby
rooms, playrooms, you
name it! Another great
opportunity to listen,
advise and sell more
home furnishings!”
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STUDIO J TRENDS
furnishings. But one of our competitors carried a sofa we didn’t
have on our floor, so the client
purchased this one item from
them. And they do not deliver.

blank canvas. Together we can
paint a masterpiece! We tell
them that designing your home
is about more than furniture...
it’s about you!”

Services

Trends

“Our policy is free delivery
within a 60 mile radius. Bill
thought about it and decided
it would be a goodwill gesture
and great customer service if
our truck picked it up for them at
our competitor’s location, with a
token $100 charge, and include
it with our delivery to their home.
Everyone was happy!”
When a client arrives at Studio
J, June and/or her designers
“Begin with a consultation
where we learn everything we
can about their project and their
style preferences. We want them
to look at their bare rooms as a

As a designer, June has a list
of personal preferences, attitudes, insights. During the interactive communications with her
clients she discusses a roster of
thoughts and guidelines.
For example, style she says is
“Fashion, following the apparel
introductions. Right now there’s
a new surge in interest in plaids.
Also, less complication, cleaner
spaces, minimalist, transitional,

Studio J's policy is free delivery within a 60
mile radius. Trucks feature simple graphics
and the message, "An eclectic mix of fine
furniture For Your Home."

"Bill thought about it and
decided it would be great
customer service if our
truck picked it up for
them at our competitor’s
location, with a token
$100 charge, and include
it with our delivery to
their home."
58
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contemporary styling.

are important now and the trend
will grow. This is an area to be
Color: “Color is key. Look for
watched. Although the spaces are
subtle greens with grey in them,
luxurious in many instances, actuespecially eucalyptus, and blues
al square footage is paring down.
are clean and reliable."
And we will need to provide the
Technology: “Technology in home home furnishings answers for our
furnishings! Some amazing devel- clients’ new area challenges."
opments. Just think about ‘The
Gathering Island’, designed and Customization: “Customization
patented by Stickley. Concepts is part of our overall philosophy
are changing so rapidly and as the at Studio J. Extremely important.
formal dining room is disappear- Eighty percent of our business
ing, families still need to ‘gather’. is customized or special order.
This multi functional table has two Twenty percent off the floor but
surfaces of different heights, one definitely out of the ordinary!"
butting up to the back of a sofa as Multi-Purpose: “Multi purpose
a place to rest a book or a glass furniture, a fast growing happenwhile the other surface can be ing! Example, on our floor right
used with stools as a work space now is a handsome double ottoor for entertaining. And the table man with table and storage.
has its own built-in power strip!
“The real direction in comLook for more technical brain- bining old and new! The art of
waves in home furnishings in the mixing and blending. The skill of
future, it’s catching on!"
eclecticism! It can be very satisfySmall Spaces: “Small spaces ing visually, an expression of our
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clients’ uniqueness.
Accessorizing: “We are mixing contemporary with vintage,
abstract art used along with
antique objets. “There is a special area where I had walls put up
and wallpapered. I call the space
‘Design Treasures’. It houses the
over-the-top, very unique pieces, eglomise, marquetry, moth-

"Right now there’s a
new surge in interest
in plaids. Also, less
complication, cleaner
spaces, minimalist,
transitional, contemporary
styling."
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“We’ve been enjoying the cool industrial look, smart mid-century modern
and the freshness of modern farmhouse lately. I believe this will continue.”

er-of-pearl inlay, hand-carved
and hand-inlaid pieces. I’ll keep
that area for jewelry type pieces, but with a little more updated styling, like Alden Parkes,
Caracole, Theodore Alexander
and Jonathan Charles.

es, hobby rooms, playrooms, you
name it! Another great opportunity to listen, advise and sell more
home furnishings!”
June’s thoughts about what’s
in store for 2019? An abbreviated quote from an interview
Room Use: “In design we need by Columbus Monthly Home &
all our instincts and training now Garden magazine:
to flex to our clients’ changing
“We’ve been enjoying the cool
needs. An example, back to din- industrial look, smart mid-century
ing rooms, in so many instances modern and the freshness of modpeople are transforming dining ern farmhouse lately. I believe
rooms into guest bedrooms, offic- this will continue.” She speaks

again of the focus on function for
today’s technology, that “many
sofas and tables are sporting
a USB port to charge devices”.
And there is advice that assists in
“embracing current trends without
looking dated in a few years”. She
said, “If you’re loving a current
trend, then by all means embrace
it!” But she suggests, “Taking
advantage of custom options so
items are a true reflection of your
taste and personality, making it
distinctive and timeless.”
As you would expect, June has
different and highly productive
slants on community outreach.
“Right now there is a project we
are all very much interested in,
Autism Power. And we’ve found a
way to help with our new in-store
promotion. We’re excited about
this! We give $200 to $400
off on purchases, depending on
value, for every $50 donation to
Autism Power. And it’s working
very well!
Undoubtedly June’s solid reputation in the industry led to recommendations from colleagues
that she serve as a Judge of the
Pinnacle Awards, presented by

STUDIO J
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June says people
love the cool and
colorful presentations
at Studio J.

ISFD during the recent High Point
market.
How has Studio J excelled so
far? “In our presentations! People
love them, ‘Colorful’, ‘Cool’.
And our sales of name brands,
especially Stressless, huge.”
Studio J’s future, June tells us,
will involve expansion on several
levels. Perhaps first, the creation of
a catalogue. One of the tools she
envisions to attract Millennials, to
distribute to doctors’ and dentists’
offices in the surrounding malls
and office blocks, to have available at the front of Studio J, in the
lobbies of the condos and apartment buildings and, of course, at
The Marriott.
And redesigning the store layout with contemporary and transitional emphasis, with a special
62

Stickley area.
We asked what mistakes she
believes retailers make in their
approach to the marketplace. Her
immediate response was, “The
emphasis on price, price, price!
Too much of a race to the bottom. We should instead emphasize enhancing the consumers’
lifestyles!”
And the future of the industry
at large? “Everything is changing
so rapidly and, in my opinion,
the pendulum is swinging back
to brick and mortar. And that I
will encourage. There is a definite
trend, people do not want the big
box stores and the product they
offer.” And tariffs and the economy in general? “Awkward to say
the least! Watch and wait and
look for the best!”

In the meantime, June will continue with her open hearted welcome to “Attract and keep customers coming in and staying
for awhile!” They will find coffee,
tea, music. Elton John radio, jazz.
Sinatra Sundays, big band. And
MoTown Fridays!

“The art of mixing and
blending. The skill of
eclecticism! It can be
very satisfying visually,
an expression of our
clients’ uniqueness."
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Advertorial

Using third-party leasing?
Are you sales tax compliant?

T

hird-party leasing has become a
significant and increasing aspect
of closing sales in today’s furniture industry. It’s a solution that
allows a large segment of the market to
purchase home furnishings items they
otherwise could not. Third-party leasing
typically offers affordable payments and,
in most instances, the sales tax is paid
by the leasing company over the course
of the lease. However, it’s a process
that can be challenging for retailers.
When consumers use leasing as a partial
invoice payment, calculating appropriate
sales tax can be complicated for sales
associates; if mistakes are made, retailers can be shortchanged.
“With over 38 years of furniture retail
experience I have seen trends come and
go. Since it looks like third-party leasing
is here to stay, it’s important to help
retailers untangle what can be a messy
situation. Furniture Wizard has devised
a solution,” said Teresa Fischbein,
President.

The issue
How many times has this happened in
your store?
Let's say your customer wants to buy
$1,500 worth of furniture, but only gets
approved for $1,000 from a third-party
leasing company. Your sales associate
doesn’t charge any sales tax. This is
potentially an error as sales tax may be

furnworld January2019-5 singles.indd 97

required on the partial amount of $500.*
“When a retailer writes up a sale for a
third-party lease, they are ‘selling’ to the
leasing company, but ‘shipping’ to the
customer,” explained Furniture Wizard's
director of operations, Evan Faller. “It’s
important that retailers make this distinction on their invoices because they are
selling products to the leasing company,
that will handle the product's sales tax.
And, it’s important to properly calculate
the tax owed on any amount above the
approved lease. It can get pretty complicated.”

The Furniture Wizard Solution
Furniture Wizard has created a
one-button solution for calculating partial sales tax on non-leased invoice
amounts to streamline processes, save
time, and best of all, provide a simple solution for retailers. It also helps
retailers avoid messy entanglements and
potential fines from local tax authorities.
This feature will make its debut at the
winter Las Vegas Market.
Over the past 23 years, Furniture
Wizard has been an innovator in inventory and sales management software,
providing thousands of retailers with
simple, yet powerful, solutions that have
increased profits, streamlined operations, and saved owners and managers
countless hours. This one button solution
is another in a long line of innovations.

“This new feature continues Furniture
Wizard’s legacy of providing thousands
of retailers with straightforward and
intuitive solutions,” said the company’s
President, Teresa Fischbein. “Offering
advice, creating simple solutions, and
helping our customers succeed has
always been our mission at Furniture
Wizard and it’s a mission I’m honored
to have helped create and continue to
provide.”
See Furniture Wizard at the Las
Vegas Market at the HFA Retail
Resource Center, B1050, call us
at 859-837-6949 or email sales@
furniturewizard.com.
*Make sure to confirm with your local tax professional for any additional specifics in your area of
business.

"This easy function helps
retailers untangle what
can be a messy situation.
Furniture Wizard has
devised a solution."
-Teresa Fischbein, President
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RETAIL SALES

MANAGEMENT

S

elling is
everything in
retail. There is
nothing else.
Even the janitor’s
job is related to
selling. That’s
why the sales
manager's job is
so important.

by David Benbow

There’s nothing wrong with the
definition of sales management
from Wikipedia (below), but it
sounds like it came right out of
a Marketing 101 textbook. And,
even though the definition contains some impressive words, it
really doesn’t tell us much.
“Sales Management is a business discipline which is focused
on the practical application of
sales techniques and the management of a firm’s sales operations.” The Wikipedia article goes
on to say “…it is an important
business function as net sales
through the sale of products and
services and resulting profit drive
most commercial businesses.
These are typically the goals and
performance indicators of sales
management.”
So what is sales management
as it applies to mattress and furniture retailing, in real, practical
life? What should it be? How can
it affect retail success or failure?

98

Where Do Great Sales
Managers Come From?
Here’s what John F. Lawhon
wrote about average sales managers in his book "Selling Retail".
“My experience has been that
most mid-management retail
executives (i.e. sales managers)
are even LESS professionally
qualified for their jobs than the
average retail salesperson. Every
element of retailing is selling.
You don’t get promoted out of
selling! You only move to a higher level of selling.”
Mr. Lawhon’s statement doesn’t
really answer where sales managers SHOULD come from, but
it answers where they usually
DO come from. Should your
best salespeople become Sales
Managers? Maybe so, but not
necessarily. Mr. Lawhon said
that, for some reason, upper
management usually thinks that
the top salesperson will make the
best sales manager. He didn’t
always agree with that. And,
don’t forget, your top performer
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SALES MANAGEMENT
may not WANT to be the sales decision you will have to make. include some, if not all of the folmanager. Where, then, should It may be better to keep looking lowing functions.
you find sales managers?
than hire someone who is likely to • Recruiting and hiring salesfail. Here are some ideas on what
people
to look for in an ideal candidate.
Let’s Start With Experience
• Overseeing the training of
• A thorough understanding of
salespeople
the
retail
sales
process
(Steps
Hiring a sales manager who
• Planning and enforcing sales
of the Sale)
lacks retail sales experience
strategy and tactics
creates what I call a “Sales • A complete grasp of the
• Coaching salespeople
Management Dilbert Dilemma”.
meaning of the “Five Groups
I’m referring to cartoonist Scott
• Evaluating sales performance
of Knowledge”
Adams’ comic strip "Dilbert" and
• Firing salespeople
• A genuine desire to help
the constant technical befuddleco-workers improve their skill
• Closing Deals
ment of the “Pointy-Haired Boss,”
levels and quality of their sales
the feckless guy who somehow
• Reporting status, progress and
interactions
became the manager of an engiproblems to store owners.
neering group where he is com- • A high motivation level and
determination to SELL.
pletely out of his league.
Even though each of the above
Here’s a suggestion for anySo, why do some stores seem subjects could be expanded to a
one who wants to avoid hiring to have ongoing problems with full article, we’ll talk about each
their very own "Pointy-Haired" sales manager performance? I subject briefly.
sales manager. First, define the say “seem to” because the probBear in mind that the size of
job parameters and the areas of lem may not be just the person
responsibility. Then, develop a hired as sales manager. It may
profile of what you think the ideal be they were never clearly and
candidate's qualifications should concisely told what they were supbe. During the interview, use this posed to do. Maybe they are burideal candidate profile to com- dened with misplaced or unrealpare the desired characteristics, istic expectations. Perhaps it may
one by one, with the candidate’s mean the sales manager is taking
qualities. Take private notes as undeserved credit for the failure
you interview so you can review of the store to hit sales goals.
them later. The next question you
may have is, “What if nobody
What Is The Job?
fits the Ideal candidate profile?”
More than likely, nobody will.
Broadly speaking, the retail
Whether to hire someone who
may be less than ideal is just a sales manager’s job should

"Hiring a sales manager
who lacks retail sales
experience creates
what I call a Sales
Management Dilbert
Dilemma.”
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Financing

Five Groups
of Knowledge

Policies
Inventory
Advertising
Product
the store, or stores and the number of salespeople employed can
affect which jobs fall to the sales
manager. In a small mattress
store, the owner is usually the
sales manager, accountant, RSA
and janitor, all in one. Very large
stores with dozens of RSAs may
divide these responsibilities across
several departments.

Recruiting And Hiring
Some stores actively recruit
promising or even credentialed
veteran salespeople. Most stores,
however, just put a “Now Hiring”
sign in the window, an ad in the
newspaper or on social media.
Since this is an article on sales
management, not on “how to
hire”, we’ll save that subject for
another time. That being said, I've
witnessed undisciplined and indiscriminate interviewing and hiring
in many mattress retail operations.
It can waste a lot of a company’s
time and money. It is very hard
to find promising, qualified sales
102

candidates. Just throwing stuff at
the wall and seeing what sticks
may not be the best practice.

• Knowledge of policies
• Knowledge of financing.

The sales manager trainer must
have an encyclopedic knowledge
and fluency in all these subjects.
For more information on sales
Overseeing Training
training, consult the large reposVery large stores or retail chains itory of excellent articles in the
frequently have a dedicated train- Furniture World online archives at
ing department. Even if your store www.furninfo.com.
has its own training group, the
sales manager/s must be involved
Planning and Enforcing
in both the training of new-hires
Sales Strategy and Tactics
and on-going training of veterans. I want to stress, once again,
Every store has its own sales
that training of salespeople is
philosophy which ranges from
critical to any store’s success. The
“leave the customer alone, let
sales manager must observe and
him browse” to “nobody walks,
participate in all sales training to
chase them out the door and
ensure that it is presented in a way
that achieves maximum effectiveness on the sales floor. In smaller
stores, the sales manager should
be the trainer of salespeople.
As I explained in my book,
"How to Win the Battle for
Mattress Sales, the Bed Seller’s
Manual" and numerous articles
for Furniture World, the very foundation for Retail Sales Associate
(RSA) training are the Steps Of
The Sale and the Five Groups
Of Knowledge. The five groups
include:
• Product knowledge
• Knowledge of advertising

"I used to work at a
mattress store chain
where if an RSA 'walked
an up', the defeated RSA
would be greeted by a
manager or another RSA
with the query, 'Where
were you weak?'”

• Knowledge of inventory
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“The worst sin an RSA can commit
is interrupting or jumping in, uninvited, on somebody else’s up. So, how does
one manage this potentially explosive situation?"

drop the price, get the sale at
all costs.” However your store
operates, the sales manager must
be an enthusiastic supporter and
engineer of its sales philosophy.
The store’s sales philosophy must be integrated with its
training program. If the trainee
understands how the store sells
it goods, and why it operates the
way it does, then the context of
the training itself should make
more sense.
An astute sales manager will
also continually review the store’s
sales strategies and tactics, product selection, advertising, financing and policies with an eye for
improvement. Frequently, salespeople will forget or ignore the
whole point of why they are there.
A big part of the sales manager’s
job is to keep the staff focused on
their goals and purpose. This task
of keeping the RSAs focused can
also fall under our next category,
which is coaching.

RETAIL SALES

MANAGEMENT
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Coaching Salespeople
Some sales trainers believe that
coaching should comprise at least
fifty percent of the sales manager’s time. This is a rich subject to
expand upon in a longer article,
but let’s chat about it briefly right
now.
Although they are related,
coaching and training are not
the same thing, but they should
mesh together. Most of us think
we already know what training is;
but what is coaching?
Coaching is an interaction between the sales manager (coach) and an RSA (player),
where the coach reviews specific
details of the RSA’s sales efforts
and advises the RSA on how
to improve. I used to work at a
mattress store chain where the
following encounter frequently
happened; if the RSA "walked an
up” who did not buy, the defeated RSA would be greeted by a
manager or another RSA with the
query, “Where were you weak?”
This may sound like an insult to
some, but, in fact, it is useful for
the sales coach and sales associate to analyze the sales process
following each sales encounter;
whether a sale is made or not.
When time permits, it is very productive to deconstruct each RSA/

customer interaction to determine
what was good and what was not
so good about a preceding interaction. It is even more helpful if
an experienced coach observed
the action, and takes notes that
can be discussed later. This analysis, which is just an exercise in
thinking it over, can make great
improvements in any RSA’s sales
performance.

Evaluating Sales Performance
How does a sales manager
know if her salespeople are performing their best? Pure sales
volume is one of the main measures, but there are lots of others.
Besides reviewing sales volume,
profit margin, average unit selling
price and other tangible data that
every sales manager should have
available, there are intangibles
that are impossible to quantify
and even harder to evaluate.
Among these are:
•The RSA’s personality
•The RSA’s willingness to be
coached
•The RSA’s seeming desire to
improve
•The RSA’s consistency of interaction with customers
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•The RSA’s attention to personal appearance
•The RSA’s adherence to
company policies, and many,
many more
A big part of the sales manager’s job is also to constantly
keep an eye on the attitudes of all
Retail Sales Associates.

Firing Salespeople
Some readers might find it odd
that I have set this aside as a
separate job. But, as a responsibility of the sales manager, firing

furnworld January2019-5 singles.indd 105

stands on its own. No well wishing individual likes to fire people.
But, sometimes it has to be done;
and when an apple begins to
show signs of rot, it should either
be peeled or be expelled quickly
before fouling the whole barrel.
Salespeople can perform well
for a while, and then suddenly
sour on the whole process. When
this happens the sales manager
has the responsibility to quickly
recognize and deal with it. This
means a meeting with the RSA to
discover the problem and resolve
it. Sometimes, the only resolution
is immediate termination.

"These ideas range from
leave the customer
alone, let him browse,
to nobody walks, chase
them out the door and
drop the price, get the
sale at all costs.”
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Recruit & Hire
Evaluate

Oversee Training
Report To Management

Plan
Sales Manager's Job

Fire

Sales Strategy
Closing Deals
Some sales trainers think that
sales managers should stay out
of the way of RSAs and let them
take the sale from start to finish.
Others are like tour guides in a
museum. They put on a good
show but wilt when it is time to ask

"Does your store allow or
even promote skating
by RSA's? If not, sales
managers must police
this activity, even though
skaters are often the
highest volume sales
people, for reasons that
should seem obvious.”
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Coach

Close

FURNITURE WORLD
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Sales Tactics
for the sale. When this happens, it
comes in handy to call in the sales
manager to close the sale. This is
also an appropriate occasion for
the sales manager to coach the
RSA on how to close.

Reporting to Management
Furniture
World's
digital
archives, have volumes of articles
on metrics analysis and reporting.
Consult these for more information. It is the Sales Manager’s job
to coordinate actions, policies
and act as information conduit
between operations on the showroom floor, store ownership and
upper management.

Approach to the Job
One question that might be
asked is this; “Is the sales staff
a team? Should it be managed
like a team?” Some folks may not
agree with this observation, but I
don’t think the word “team” is an
accurate description of any retail

sales staff I've witnessed, except
in stores that employ a “turnover”
system. Each RSA is an individual and works as an individual.
Most RSAs work on commission,
are protective of their territories
and potential commissions. The
worst sin an RSA can commit is
to interrupt or jump in, uninvited,
on somebody else’s up. So, how
does one manage this potentially
explosive situation?
My suggestion for sales managers is, at minimum, to maintain
harmony and civility among sales
associates. Everybody should follow the rules. If your store has a
rotational “up” system, all RSAs
should stay in proper rotation.
Another issue in big stores is
the practice of “skating” which
is hijacking a sale from a fellow salesperson. Does your store
allow or even promote skating
by RSA's? If not, sales managers
must police this activity, even
though skaters are often the highest volume salespeople, for reasons that should seem obvious.
My disclaimer; I don’t have a
problem with skating, (especially
if I am the skater.)

Sales Meetings
Sales managers should con-
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"Firing stands out

as a sales manager's responsibility. When an apple begins to show signs of rot, it
should either be peeled or be expelled quickly before fouling the whole barrel."

vene general sales meetings at
least once per week with attendance mandatory for all RSAs.
Saturday mornings about an hour
before opening is a good time,
because every salesperson will
probably be working on Saturday.
Sales meetings should be planned
beforehand by the sales manager,
with a written agenda printed and
distributed to each sales associate
before the meeting starts. The
sales manager should moderate
the meeting and keep it under
control.
Sales meetings should cover at
least the following subjects:

tised specials the store may be limit problem discussion to issues
related to sales.
running.
Sales managers should also
Here’s one more thing about
review the competition’s advertising. Don’t forget, customers
RSAs
compare products and deals from
store to store. If RSAs don’t know
what the competition is doing,
Personality
they will be at a severe disadvantage.

2.

Products: any new products should be introduced
and discussed. Spec sheets should
be distributed on new merchandise.

3.

Financing: Sales meetings are the right place
Advertising: in major citto inform RSAs about any new
ies, it may be impossible
financing options and how they
for RSAs to personally view or
work.
hear every ad the store is running.
Customers will come in with ads,
Inventory: Any inventory
or ask about items in ads. So,
issues, such as shortages,
every RSA should be aware of overstocks, etc., should be disevery ad the store is running and cussed. Inform the RSAs of any
what has been featured. Nothing products that may be discontinkills the credibility of an RSA fast- ued, and especially if they are
er than his obvious ignorance of being discounted. Most customthe store’s operations. The sales ers like deals.
meeting is where all advertising
Problems: Sales meetings
should be discussed and where
are a good time to review
every RSA is familiarized with the
store’s advertising. RSAs should any outstanding problems that
also know about any unadver- have to do with selling. I would

1.

4.

Attitude
Improvement Potential
Personal Appearance
Coachability
Consistency

Success

5.
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the duties of sales managers. I
probably will get some opposition
to this statement, but I think the
sales manager should work the
floor with RSAs when the occasion
calls for it. Sometimes on a busy
Saturday or a sale day, customers
can greatly outnumber sales staff.
In spite of the fact that sales managers are subject to being called
away at a moment’s notice, I
think they should be allowed to
take overflow “ups”. Sales managers are first and foremost, retail
salespeople. Taking ups is necessary practice to stay on top of the
game. Plus, unattended shoppers
may browse and walk. When that
happens, nobody wins.

He did not mince words or equivocate on this attitude. Selling is
everything in retail. There is nothing else. Even the janitor’s job is
related to selling. That’s why the
sales manager job is so important. Who else can give structure,
purpose, focus and drive to the
total retail sales effort? Last but
not least, sales managers must
never forget that on top of their
significant managerial duties they
are first and foremost salespeople.

About David Benbow: A twenty-three year veteran of the mattress and bedding industry and
owner of Mattress Retail Training
Company offering retailers retail
guidance from small store manSummary
agement to training retail sales
associates. His years of handsJohn F. Lawhon observed that on experience as a retail sales
“Every element of retail is selling.” associate, store manager, sales

Six
Powerful
Retail-Focused
Issues!
In-depth information that
helps home furnishings
retailers boost sales,
cut costs and identify
opportunities.

Subscribe at

www.furninfo.com
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"I've witnessed a lot of
undisciplined and
indiscriminate interviewing
and hiring in many
mattress retail operations.
It can waste a lot of a
company’s time and
money."
manager/trainer and store owner
in six different metropolitan areas
qualifies him as an expert in selling bedding.
David is the author of the
recently published book, “How to
Win the Battle for Mattress Sales,
the Bed Seller’s Manual”, a complete, text book for mattress and
bedding retail sales associates,
beginner and experienced professional alike. The book can be
purchased on-line at http://www.
bedsellersmanual.com or www.
mattressretailtraining.com. He
offers hands-on training classes
for retailers on a variety of subjects and online classes that can
be downloaded from the websites
mentioned above. David can be
contacted via e-mail at dave@
bedsellersmanual.com or by
phone at 361-648-3775.
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GIVEUSEYOURSELF
A
BREAK
ACTIVE MEDIA IN 2019

W

ithout
an
Active
Media
Platform in place
you are just
pouring money
into a bucket full
of holes!

by Jeff Giagnocavo

If you’re a retailer like me,
you've probably had some bad
experiences with some consumer-facing media buys and media
salespeople.
Sometimes ad campaigns fail
despite having great components.
And, when this happens, you may
feel like a victim. But let's face
it. Failed advertising can be the
fault of the media company, your
message, or both. In our industry
there's no shortage of home furnishings retailers that don't have
great messaging. If you are stuck
in the past with "me too" ads and
price/item offers you can't always
blame the ad reps!
So maybe in 2019, give yourself a break and establish a beach
head from which you can make
your advertising more effective.

The Message
Retail marketers once looked
at media as if it were a river.
Ad spends flowed easily down
an ever-moving stream. If retailers remained part of the flow
long enough and with enough
114

frequency, it was assumed that
customers would come to stores
and purchase.
This model, of course, has
changed. Today's home furnishings business needs to craft unique
messages that compel customers
to connect, and then to buy. It’s
advertising that should set them in
motion, get them off their couch
and through your front door.
It’s your job as a retail marketer
to manifest a lake, provide a lawn
chair, and sit them down in front
of you all while entertaining them
and satisfying their needs and
wants.

Marketing and Advertising
Despite what many retailers
believe, advertising and marketing are not the same thing. Great
marketing efforts always answer
the one question your customers
really want to know. “Why should
I do business with your store out
of all the options available to me,
both on main street and online?”
Advertising amplifies marketing messages via the media you
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Las Vegas Market | January 27-30
Building B, 10th Floor
HFA Retailer Resource Center

Custom Orders...
We’ve got
you covered!
You may already know Myriad Software has
been serving Home Furnishings Retailers for
27 years, but do you realize the application
flawlessly handles custom order creation
and order tracking?
If you are jumping through hoops to create and
track custom orders, check out the wide range
of benefits Myriad's fully integrated furniture
specific package provides. Easily allow your staff
to deliver exactly what your customers want!

Finally -- a web-based, touch
navigation retail furniture
software that's comprehensive
and easy to use
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“Why should I do business with
your store out of all the options
available to me, both on Main
Street and online?”

choose to buy. It’s the vehicle by
which you attract customers to
visit your store.
Before you choose specific
media or even answer the "Why
should I do business with you?”
question posed above, you should
first consider these three questions about your market, message
and media choices.

can you place your marketing
messages to reach your target for
maximum results?

Active and Passive Media
Think about your media buys as
active and passive.

Passive Media is the bucket that
holds your traditional broadcast
Market: Who is the “who” you -type media. Active Media is the
need to reach, and how do you bucket that holds your “in the
connect with most profitable moment” media.
“who's” you can possibly do busiPassive media includes:
ness with?
Message: What message is likely
to motivate these potential customers? What needs and wants
for these targets can your store
satisfy? How can you showcase
how your store can satisfy them
better than all of their other available options?
Media: What media is this group
most likely to consume? Where
116

• TV
• Radio
• Newspaper
• Direct mail to cold lists (not
your house/customer list)
Active Media includes:
• Google AdWords
• Re-targeting ads

• Facebook & Instagram ads
• Google My Business listings
(learn more at www.business.
google.com)
• YouTube channel(s)
• Your website
• Your review platforms on
Google, Facebook, Yelp
• Your social media content

Your Active Media Platform
Today, virtually every retailer
that wants to be in business five
years from now needs an Active
Media Platform. Envision three
legs that support a successful
Active Media Platform. They are
comprised of your search media,
website and social proof.
Leg #1-Search Media: Online
search media includes platforms like AdWords, Facebook,
Instagram and fully claimed and
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optimized Google My Business They should include these basic
listings.
ingredients:
Online ads (like any kind of ads)
• Invest time, focus and investmust have the following ingrediment in your SEO efforts. SEO
ents in order to be successful:
is important and real.
• An attention-grabbing headline
• Every site can be analyzed
that snaps the neck and puts
using free tools from Google
the attention on your ad. Make
(learn more at www.analytics.
it connective and be sure it
google.com) be sure to pay
provides the answer the cusattention to the following three
tomer is looking for.
analytics. The time spent on
• An effective marketing mesyour site, the longer the better.
sage that properly communiYour page views, the more the
cates why you, out of all othmerrier. Your bounce rates,
ers, are the perfect fit for your
which need to be low. Keep
target customers.
people on your site and make
• An offer, because without an
sure the page they land on
offer there is no interest and
is the most relevant and connothing to motivate the cusnective to the search which
tomer now.
brought them to your site in
the first place.
• A deadline because without a
deadline there is no reason to
get up, leave the house and
drive to your store. Your offer
will just be there next time
when they are ready.

Leg #2-Website: Your website
cannot be just a digital catalog
and business card. It should be
the hub of your business marketing, the place where you first
meet customers and have the
opportunity to set forth just how
different your business is from all
others. It must also be a conversion machine adding people to
your email, mail and cell phone
contact lists. Websites need continuous attention and monitoring.
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• Make sure your site is mobile
friendly. Ensure it responds
correctly to desktop viewers,
tablet viewers and cellphone
viewers. Along with this, make
sure your site is secured with
a proper security certificate,
you’ll know if your site shows
up in your web browser with
https:// as opposed to just
http:// - the “s” is for secure.
If your site isn’t secure, your
website provider is asleep at
the wheel as Google began
penalizing site visibility in July
2018.

message and media discussed
earlier in this article. That way
your ideal customer can connect with you and your store
on a deeper level as opposed
to a merely transactional level.
• Most importantly, you are
leaving massive amounts of
money on the table if you
ignore the opportunity to
collect names, emails and
addresses from your website
via numerous opt-in opportunities. To experience this,
simply visit my website www.
GardnersMattressAndMore.
com to see exactly how we

"In my stores it is priority
#1 as we complete
customer orders and go
over our store policies.
Subsequent texts and
emails are sent
immediately upon
completion of the sale
to remind them to offer
a five-star online review."

• Establish a path to success.
This should mirror your market,
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“The social media snapshot
is what a customer can learn about your store by reviewing the
last ten days to two weeks worth of social media posts."

employ a precise path with opt
in opportunities along the way.
Leg #3- Social Proof & Social
Connection:
Social Proof
includes online reviews and social
media presence.

success. The social media snap- distractions. It never would have
shot is what a customer can learn happened in any other moment.
about your store by reviewing the
last ten days to two weeks’ worth
of social media posts.
You don't want them to just
see pictures, prices and discount
offers. You do want them to discover a company they can connect with. You want them to
understand that there is a different experience available to them
when they visit your store. And,
find out how your store shares
their values by supporting the
community and cares about people.
Think about this snapshot concept of social connection every
time you post.

Social proof and social connection are key, and they are two
distinctly different actions.
Social proof are store reviews
like those found on Google,
Facebook and Yelp that help to
cement your position in the market. To be successful at obtaining
social proof you must have a
system in place to ask for and
remind customers to give you a
positive review online. In my stores
it is priority #1 as we complete
customer orders and go over our
store policies. Subsequent texts
Engage Your Ad Partners
and emails are sent immediately
upon completion of the sale to
Retailers often make the mistake
remind them to offer a five-star of not engaging their media reps
online review.
in an open discussion of adverSocial connection is the snap- tising strategies and messaging.
shot you give your potential cusFor example, recently upon
tomers as they review, view and engaging in robust dialogue
engage with your social media with Gardner's Mattress & More's
efforts on Facebook, Instagram Google AdWords partner, a masand Twitter. Of course, this entire sive light bulb was turned on. As
publication could be filled on an aside, this light bulb moment
social media tactics, but if you was only achieved via our “mini
choose to focus on what I call “the think tank” hour of discussion in
social media snapshot” you’ll find person, in my office devoid of
118
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ACTIVE
MEDIA

Taking time out to work on your
business with partners is critical to
success.

CONCLUSION
The goal of your Active Media
Platform is to provide baseline
functionality through which all
future ad spends can be held
accountable. It provides you with
real time potential customers
actively searching for what you
sell.
It is my belief the need for both
an Active Media Platform and
Passive Media are necessary for
success in 2019.
Without an Active Media

Platform in place you are pouring
money into a bucket full of holes.
You will see diminishing returns
as the attention span of today’s
shoppers and customers is fractured and splintered.
An Active Media Platform works
to grab hold of that customer interest in your business and
maintain a connected relationship
with your store until they visit and
purchase from you. Once you
have an Active Media Platform in
place that is firing on all cylinders
you will stop feeling like a victim
of advertising. You will be more
empowered to amplify your marketing with new advertising efforts
that put your brand in front of
customers seeking to buy furniture

Six
Powerful
Retail-Focused
Issues!
In-depth information that
helps home furnishings
retailers boost sales,
cut costs and identify
opportunities.

Subscribe at

www.furninfo.com
120

and mattresses from you in 2019
and beyond.
Plus, you will own and control
your own active media platform,
making your passive media buys
more focused and effective. This
control empowers you to reach
new levels of success and profitability.
About Jeff Giagnocavo: Jeff
Giagnocavo is co-owner of
the retailer Gardner’s Mattress
& More and the co-creator of
Mattress Retailer Weekly. Mattress
Retailer Weekly is shared with
you every week so you can get
new customers, stay ahead of
your competition and increase
your sales tickets. Get your FREE
subscription by visiting www.
RenegadeMattressRetailer.com or
text MRW to 484-303-4300.

"Passive Media is the
bucket that holds your
traditional broadcast
-type media. Active
Media is the bucket
that holds your in-themoment media."
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See Us At Las Vegas Market
HFA Retail Resource Center, Building B,10th Floor

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
With Bright New LED Light
While Supplies Last

ONLY

$6

LOWEST
PRICING
EVER!
ONLY

$5

.00

.00

13 Watt LEDs Each (By The Case)

14 Watt T8 LEDs Each (By The Case)

(#53126)

(#470112)

PAR38 Perfect for
Furniture Showrooms.
25 degree narrow flood
2700 Kelvin | 6 per case.

CoreProClass LEDtube InstantFit
Remove your T8 Fluorescent
Install the LED and you're done.
4000 Kelvin | 10 per case.

First Quality Philips Products | Freight Included | While Supplies Last

CALL 800-222-LAMP TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS GREAT OFFER
or email customer service@servicelamp.com

Service Lamp Corp.
800-222-LAMP (5267) • www.servicelamp.com
Your Complete Lighting Source
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DESIGN
Himolla
The Aura recliner features soft sumptuous leathers, integrated
footrest and headrest, and full three hundred degree rotation.
Contact information on page 160.

Dimplex
The Fiona Media Console Electric Fireplace features laminated
furniture board and steel. The A-frame architecture displays AV
components in style. Finished in warm Tan Walnut finish.
Contact information on page 160.

A.R.T.
The WoodWright Collection is a balance between traditional and contemporary. The 50-piece whole home
collection features clean silhouettes in
two distinctive finishes that showcase
the natural oak and primavera wood
grain. Shown is the Robie Bench.
Contact information on page 160.

Jan/Feb.indd 122
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Nourison
The Artworks collection features an array of
contemporary rugs with rich abstract colors
combined with a thick, soft wool-blend pile .
Contact information on page 160.

Twin Star Home
From the Concord™ Collection, a 21st century
take on the American Classic Shaker style. Pictured
is File Cabinet with Barrister Book Shelf in Meridian
Cherry finish on veneer with Satin Brass hardware.
The top barrister door slides up and in to reveal
storage space for books or display items.
Contact information on page 160.

Leggett & Platt
Upholstered in a 100 percent polyester, Ivory or Putty fabric, the Martinique headboard combines soft,
sweeping curves with straight lines to create
an enduring transitional style.
Contact information on page 160.
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DESIGN
Craftmaster
From the Modern Collection,
Legacy features a new “Blend
Down Cloud” soft, deep seat.
A unique keyhole arm shape and
tall tapered legs give this piece
a casual clean aesthetic.
Approximate retail is $1,299.
Contact information on page 160.

Furniture of America
The Kamalah bed’s high headboard with arch pattern is shown
surrounded by case good options
with circle motifs. An antique gray
finish makes the pattern pop.
Contact information on page 160.

Norwalk
The Annelise sofa is available in
one or combinations of fabrics.
The collage fabric application
shown, features coordinating
textiles creating an iconic
bohemian look.
Contact information on page 160.
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Huntington House
Modern curves combine with crisp angles to create a
standout silhouette on the 6128-50 accent chair. Available
in fabric or leather and in multiple wood finishes or painted
options. Contact information on page 160.

Feizy
The new Gemma Collection has an audacious
palette of bitten-berry and brooding blue tones
accentuated by a luxurious hand-knotted viscose
and wool pile.
Contact information on page 160.

Abbyson
Timeless elegance defines the Ryker accent
chair framed with a black solid wood frame
and classic grey linen.
Contact information on page 160.

Borkholder
The new Aurora Collection is bench built in America's
heartland from slabs of solid red oak. The bold and
simple forms celebrate the natural architecture of the
earth, inspired by the rich geologic landscape of the
American West.
Contact information on page 160.
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DESIGN
Bellini
The Shape upholstered dining chair
features modern curved back with
a lower opening creating a striking
profile. Leg options include Walnut,
anthracite and aluminum. Available
colors are blue, grey, red, tan
and white.
Contact information on page 160.

Jaipur Home
The Marlow cabinet is a
detailed and versatile storage
option. It is constructed of
Mango wood with a water
resistant lacquer sealed multi
step blended finish designed to
showcase the true depth and
beauty of the wood.
Contact information on page 160

TOV
The Dumbo White Concrete Dining Table
combines durability with chic style. Its concrete
top is anchored to a matching pedestal base,
enhanced by two gold rings. Available in grey or
white and in dining or coffee sizes.
Contact information on page 160.

Legends
This casual rustic collection features a combination
of styling details, hand fashioned materials and
hardware, and a meticulous multi-step finish.
Contact information on page 160.
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Cochrane
The Country Casual Haverford is available in Toasted Almond and
Toasted Almond with Pistachio finishes over select Birch veneers and
select hardwood solids.
Contact information on page 160.

Pacific Lighting
Totem Stands at 27.50 inches tall and has
a warm weathered wood finish.
Contact information on page 160.

Nouveau Concept
The AV629 54" TV base features ample storage and
component space. Shown in Safari finish.
Contact information on page 160.

Whittier Wood
The Ellison Bedroom Collection Adjustable Storage Bed fuses contemporary grace with urban elegance. Features
include English dovetail drawer construction, full extension metal ball bearing drawer slides and antique pewter
drawer pulls. Made of certified sustainable American Alder Hardwood.
Contact information on page 160.
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DESIGN
Omnia
Santa Monica, from the Ergo Collection, is one of three
appealing styles. Available in two sizes it is designed
with cold-cured, molded foam to contour perfectly.
Available in 100 percent top grain leathers, embossed
leathers and fine fabrics.
Contact information on page 160.

Country View Woodworking
The Butterfly Leaf Table is a versatile
solution for smaller dining areas. The
leaves neatly store inside the table. Available in multiple top shapes, seven edge
profiles, seven leg styles and two double
pedestals.
Contact information on page 160

Porter Designs
The Asher is an elegant two-piece sectional. It features sleek mid-century
modern lines with a rich gray linen-look fabric and chic knife edge arms.
Retail price point is $899.
Contact information on page 160.
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Classic Home
Lynn Multi 18 x18 pillow from the Curated Crafts
Collection is a cotton blend with a handembroidered floral design.
Contact information on page 160.

Surya
This Bonifate rug is hand hooked in a vintage
global design. It features chunky looped
construction and is crafted with distinct dying
techniques.
Contact information on page 160.

Evolur
The Julienne Collection is an example of
French Country artisan craftsmanship. This
lifestyle convertible bed pairs with matching
double dresser, tall chest and hutch. Finish
is textured Antique Mist/Mystic Grey.
Contact information on page 160.

OW Lee
The sleek modern lines of the new
Studio collection are inspired by
mid-century and contemporary
design. This all-aluminum group
makes Studio ideal for coastal
locations and is a perfect fit in any
modern space.
Contact information on page 160.
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ACCOUNTABILITY 2019
By William Vanderford

P

rocesses
and checks
must be
put in place
at every retail
level to ensure
accountability
in retail furniture
workplaces.

Nothing gets the party hats
and streamers out quite like the
topic of accountability. But where
would our world be without it?
Many business owners and managers can tell you exactly what
the world would look like: chaos!
Without accountability, any business cannot and will not succeed.
That's why processes and checks
must be put in place at every
retail level to enforce policies,
procedures, and standards. That's
why accountability should be the
prime focus of senior level managers.

Poor Accountability
Reactive managers and owners
are created by a lack of accountability in retail workplaces. Instead
of proactive problem solving, they
tend to adopt a mindset that it's
OK to clean up issues after they
happen. Some companies do
survive fixing problems they create. Unfortunately, resulting poor
customer experiences and negative attitudes cannot be erased.

130

Accountability helps alleviate or
eliminate many of the repeat
issues that are dealt with daily
at retail. For example, when an
employee thinks it is acceptable
to show up “only five minutes
late”, it's a symptom of lack of
both employee and management
accountability. Managers should,
after all, be responsible for preventing this type of employee
behavior that can eventually result
in losing the very employees who
do hold themselves accountable.
An unfair working environment
is a temporary working environment.

Chain of Command
Arguably, the single most successful organizational structure in
the United States is the United
States Army, though any branch
of the military would fit this example. The Army has been in the
business of protecting rights and
freedoms in America since 1775
and remains a force to be reckoned with today. Most businesses
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cannot say they have been in business for over 200 years. The Army
is built on policies, procedures,
and standards that have been
enforced and updated as needed to ensure they are not only in
business, but are the outright best
in the business. Most people have
heard of chain of command in the
military, but how does that apply
to your business? Is your chain
of command well known and
followed? Do your ground-level
employees know who to report to
when a difficult situation arises?
Businesses must have structure.

"You should have subject
matter experts in every
department. Employees
should be aware of
who their first point of
contact is."

132

You should have SMEs (subject
matter experts) in every department. Employees should be aware
of who their FPOC (first point of
contact) is. The Army believes that
there needs to be a backup to
the backup, so a SPOC (second
point of contact) is equally as
important to proper operation at
all times. Ensuring your company has specific points of contact
allows individuals to hold management accountable as well,
and for ground-level employees
to be able to express ideas, concerns, or needs effectively. A hierarchical chain of command prevents upper managers from being
interrupted with minor issues that
could be handled by subordinates.

"This type of employee
behavior can eventually
result in losing the
very employees who
do hold themselves
accountable. An unfair
working environment is
a temporary working
environment."

SMEs should be well aware of
the responsibilities that come with
the title. Individuals marked as
experts should be tasked with
training new hires after orientation. SMEs are not "silos". Years
ago a SME would have been
referred to as a sacred cow, but
today, a silo is a stand-alone
individual who does not share
knowledge or routines that work.
While they may be skilled, they
do not promote company growth.
In fact they stultify growth, and tie
Subject Matter Experts
the hands of managers and owners. Growing companies need a
Subject matter experts are indicontinuous supply of individuals
viduals who are the best at what
who can grow with the company.
they do. Each department should
Appropriately chosen SMEs help
have at least one SME. This is
make this happen.
essential to running a business
and upholding accountability.
Structured Environment
Individuals who take pride in their
work and are proficient should be
Once you name key individuidentified and labeled as such.
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ACCOUNTABILITY 2019
als to SME roles, and designate
leads, supervisors or managers
as FPOC and SPOC you begin to
create a chain of command and,
therefore, a structured environment. Only then should you turn
your attention to operations to
identify weaknesses and strengths.
This can only be done by digging
deep and getting your fingernails
dirty. Processes that provide a
measurable result (for example,
unloading a truck) provide metrics that can be used to track ebbs
and tides in efficiency.

Process Metrics
There are many metrics in a
furniture warehouse that can and
should be tracked to optimize
processes. Two great tools that
are used in the industry are:

134

Pieces Per Hour (PPH) for warehouses, and First Time Delivery
(FTD) for drivers.

ple is 8.333. By using this metric
daily you can focus in on efficiencies or inefficiencies. Compiling
data over a period of time will
provide averages and help you
compare operational efficiency to
actual operational costs. Without
metrics you can't know if you’re
improving, getting worse or going
nowhere. Results should be evaluated daily to give employees
visibility about their performance,
and provide managers with tangible data for evaluations and
disciplinary actions. Metrics can
also assist in building schedules
based off the company’s needs.

Pieces Per Hour: We measure PPH
by counting how many individuals
are working to prep items pulled
for delivery. The tasks include
opening, assembling, staging
the product, and recycling waste
materials. The amount of pieces
prepped, divided by the amount
of people prepping, gives the
average amount of items an individual prepped per day. Divide
the amount of items prepped per
individual by the time it took to
execute the work and you have a
PPH metric. For example, if a typ- First Time Deliveries: Managers
ical load is 200 pieces, processed can use First Time Delivery (FTD)
by four people over six hours, the to track deliveries in the same
average pieces prepped per individual will be 50. Divide 50 by six
hours and the PPH for this exam-

"Developing a bonus
system for your top
drivers will naturally
increase competition
and reward individuals
who are bringing the
most to the table."
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“Your
rock
stars
should be awarded and at a bare minimum thanked
for their commitment to making your company successful."
manner by comparing total deliveries to successful deliveries, and
total pieces delivered compared
to successful pieces delivered.
You'll be stunned to see the friendly competition that arises between
lead drivers when results are
posted regularly. Competition will
breed success if it is controlled.
Tracking delivery performance
and client satisfaction helps pinpoint where training and optimization is needed most. Holding
drivers to a very high standard is
the only way to see clients come
back through your retail doors.
Metrics should be posted daily,
and drivers should be celebrated
or held accountable for their successes and failures. Developing a
bonus system for your top drivers
will naturally increase competition

and will reward individuals who
are bringing the most to the table.
In turn, you will also be able to
accurately identify those who add
the least value, by failing to meet
minimum standards.
Net Promoter Score: It is a good
idea to augment these metrics by
determining a net promoter score
(NPS). The NPS is a quick survey
of all customers that purchased
delivery. It’s a 1-10 score based
on clients' delivery experiences.
It can be worded in many ways,
but must be consistent for every
contact. Collecting this data will
tell you if your clients had a
great experience, if they will tell a
friend, and if they plan to return to
buy from your company. You can
post the NPS by driver to create

even more competition.
See recent articles on operations metrics from Furniture
World's contributing editor,
David McMahon at https://www.
furninfo.com/Authors/List.

Positive Performance
Agreements
The next step to ensure account-

Free Weekly eNewsMagazine From
Furniture World. Subscribe Today!
It’s easy. Just visit http://furninfo.com/Subscriptions
Keep up-to-date with the latest industry news, retail tips,
pre-market information and articles from the editors
at Furniture World Magazine. Renew or add a new
print subscription at the same time!
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ability, once you have implemented daily metrics, is to report
your findings, and address your
employees. Inevitably you will
find a few “rock stars” in your
company. The majority of your
employees are probably meeting
expectations and few individuals
are simply drawing a paycheck.
The difference makers — your
rock stars — should be awarded
and at a bare minimum thanked
for their commitment to making
your company successful. A great
tool to recognize their success is a
Positive Performance Agreement.
This short and simple document
highlights the actions or behaviors
being rewarded. Most employees in any company are meeting
expectations. As a leader it is your
responsibility to elevate this pool
of individuals, acknowledge their
potential and provide training to
mold and mentor them. With
proper grooming, these employees will become FPOC, get promoted and possibly lead a department. They can be rewarded with
Positive Performance Agreements
as well, but may need constructive criticism at the same time.

Improvement Agreements
Not all employees will fall
into the categories listed above.
Hopefully, none of your employ-

furnworld January2019-5 singles.indd 137

ees will fail to meet the standard,
but inevitably there will be a
few who need more attention
and training. Our retail organization has found that the most
effective training for lower-performing individuals starts with
an Improvement Agreement. An
Improvement Agreement is just
that: agreeing with the employee
that they can improve regarding
a certain topic or area of performance. These agreements identify
the needed area of improvement;
state the support to be provided by management; and provide
a follow-up date to verify that
improvements have been made.
Following up and letting employees know where they stand is a
vital practice that helps to avoid
hostile employee interactions and
surprises. Some under-performing
employees may actually think they
are performing at a high level or
better than their peers.

Fairness
Life is not fair, but treatment of
employees should be as fair as
possible. This is made easy by
providing every employee with a
clear policy acknowledging the
standard operating procedure
(SOP) for their job. Employees
should know and understand how
your company chooses to oper-

ate so they have a good understanding of what's expected, and
how their jobs should be done.
Providing this information will
avoid surprise reactions during
review and counseling sessions.
Warning notices should be provided to employees who have
violated policies. In most cases,
they should initially receive a verbal warning (not including safety
incidents or bad decision making)
to identify the problem and alert

"You will lose your best
employees if they see
situations being handled
unevenly, potentially
opening your business
up to lawsuits.
SOP documentation
provides the clear,
concise guidelines and
expectations."

1/9/19 4:43 PM

"Reactive managers and owners are created by
a lack of accountability in retail workplaces.
Instead of proactive problem solving, they tend
to adopt a mindset that it's OK to clean up
issues after they happen."
Be, Know, Do

them to the fact that they will
receive a written warning notice,
should it happen again. If the
same scenario persists, suspension and termination should be
considered. The process used to
correct any one individual should
be the same for everyone that
makes a similar mistake. Keep in
mind that you will lose your best
employees if they see situations
being handled unevenly, potentially opening your business up
to lawsuits. SOP documentation
provides clear, concise guidelines
and expectations. Without this
documentation you will have arbitrary rules.
138

not be completed to standard
should be provided.

A great leader once
taught me Be, Know, Do.
Excellent employees must
be where they are supposed to be and when they
are supposed to be there.
They need to know exactly what
they are expected to do.
Your employees should be held
to your standards. They should
not be tardy, they should know
what is expected of them every
day.
Managers need to follow up to
ensure that employees are executing according to plan. Here's how
our operation does this.

•We expect that any issues will
be corrected and addressed
the following day to avoid repetition.

•Daily meetings at the beginning of each shift starts with a
roll-call to identify attendance
issues.
•During these meetings employees are told exactly what
needs to happen for the day to
ensure success.

Optimists see the glass half
full. Pessimists view it half empty.
Effective managers see the glass
as twice the size it needs to
be. Lowering operating costs and
promoting more delivered sales
is the goal for all warehouse and
distribution centers in our industry.
Start with daily metrics and review
them with your team to begin this
process. Metrics enable managers to find operational weaknesses in a huge number of areas that
impact profitability.
Making effective number-proven decisions will help lower oper-

•We include emergency issues
that may arise and detail possible remedies.
•These meetings provide
employees with clear, achievable expectations. If not, clear
reasons why the job could

•A recap meeting, normally
conducted weekly, highlights
team successes and brings all
employees together to address
issues. Multiple people working together on a solution
will almost always yield better
results than one individual
solving problems for a unit.

Conclusion
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“Our retail organization

has found that the most effective training for lower-performing individuals
starts with an Improvement Agreement."

ating costs.
The process of improvement
starts with accountability, and this
requires the following implementation steps outlined previously.
•Specify a chain of command.
•Appoint FPOCs and SPOCs.
•Have SMEs for routine jobs.
•Implement a process for training, improving, and counseling
employees.
• Identify your limitations and
capabilities.
• Ensure that your employees
know if they are exceeding
expectations, simply meeting
expectations, or failing to meet
your company’s standards.

Running any business is hard!
If it was easy, anyone could do
it. It's important to use all the
tools at your disposal to increase
the chances for success. Chief
among these are structure and
accountability.
About William Vanderford:
William Vanderford is an
Operations Manager at Red
Knight Distribution Center located
in Clarksville, TN. He has worked
in this industry as a Warehouse
Manager, Service Manager,
Service Technician, Delivery
Driver, as well as a warehouse
associate. William believes that
leadership and attention to goals
can make today better than yester-

day. At Knight Distribution Center
he has helped to implement standards, policies, and procedures in
efforts to build structure and consistency allowing for operational
savings and increased profits. He
attended Mississippi College and
was an all-state football player in
High School, where he learned
the foundation of his work ethic
as well as the value of accountability. William utilizes metrics to
validate successes and highlight
areas that need attention because
numbers don’t lie.
Questions about this article or
any warehouse or service-related topic can to be directed to
William, care of editor@furninfo.
com.

“The Best Overall Resource For
Mattress Sales Professionals!”
by David Benbow.

291 pages of sales boosting power.
Get It At.... http://www.bedsellersmanual.com
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THE PRODUCT TO
TRANSFORM YOUR

FURNITURE

RETAIL BUSINESS

"By using the most advanced technology
in Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Visilytics
provides automated and very accurate
trafﬁc counts of all our stores."

- Alex Macias
Vice President
DelSol Furniture

Now you can easily improve store planning
and cut costs with the following information...

•
•
•
•
•
•

Visitor Count
Eliminate Salespeople From The Count
Demographics Of Visitors
Repeat Visitors/Buyers
Heat Maps
And Much, Much More!

Visit www.iconnectgroup.com/visilytics for more information
or call 703-471-3964 to schedule a Demo and get a 60-day Free Trial!
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LET'S
DO
THIS
INDEPENDENT RETAILERS - IT'S 2019!
by Mark Bannon

I

t's not all doom
and gloom for
independent
retailers.
That is, unless
they become out
of step with
customers and fail
to take action to
maximize hardearned assets.
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You’ve played by the book and
done everything right. You built a
brand in your marketplace, cultivated customer loyalty, own your
inventory, and perhaps even purchased your real estate. You are
financially independent, contribute to your community and take
care of a great family of employees. You’ve lived the American
Dream.
Then, suddenly, you wake up,
it’s 2019 and you no longer
recognize the industry you have
loved for decades. Your customer
base is shifting, brand loyalty is
severely diminished, if not altogether gone, and many of your
valued suppliers and peers have
disappeared.
Your original customers saw
furniture as an investment of a
lifetime. Now the talk in the industry is of next-generation shoppers
who want instant gratification and
see furniture, like nearly everything
else, as disposable. You’re competing for a slice of a pie that is
being eaten up by major national
and multi-regional chains backed
by huge money and that can exer-

cise gargantuan buying power.
Where you patiently earned your
market presence through years
and decades of hard work, they
can buy into any market they want
in one fell swoop.
And then there’s this crazy beast
called ecommerce with online
giants making increasing inroads
into furniture. They offer oneclick ordering, rapid delivery,
open-ended return polices, and
are flirting with establishing brickand-mortar stores to boot. Many
of these ecommerce models are
unprofitable, but are backed by
“patient” capital which focuses on
market share and not profitability.

Not All Doom & Gloom
Such developments might seem
daunting, but the situation for
independent furniture retailers is
not all doom and gloom. Yes, the
industry has perhaps undergone
more shifts in the past ten years
than in the previous 50. However,
change always creates opportunity. By adopting tactics and strategies geared toward embracing
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change, you can not only survive
- but thrive. To everything—furniture businesses included—there is
a season, as well as the potential
for rebirth.

Forging The Right Strategy
The first step in reorienting your
business is to take a clear-eyed
look at the changes taking place.
One of the biggest imperatives
in the furniture business today is
to identify the different ways in
which your customers and their
preferences have shifted or are in
flux. Clarity on these points then
allows you to use relevant products and messaging to strengthen
your connection to the customer.
Shoppers can change for many
reasons. In markets around the
country today, it’s possible to
walk into independent furniture
stores that are full of pretty, quality pieces that simply don’t sell.
Maybe these items used to move
effortlessly, but over time household incomes in the trade area
may have remained stagnant. As
144

gross furniture sales; conversely,
upholstery represents, by far, the
highest percentage. In the case
described above, non-productive
use of space and out-of-balance
inventory is a major drag on
sales.
You can see the importance of
rethinking your assumptions and
being open-minded about even
longstanding business practices.
As every store owner knows, Being forward-thinking is importmaintaining the appropriate ant, too, especially when it comes
merchandise mix amid shifting to one of the biggest challenges
consumer demand is challeng- facing our industry—major shifts
ing but critical. For example, the in generational demographics.
owner of the store might recall
a time—maybe in the 1990s or
Changing Demographics
early 2000s—when high-quality,
These days, and rightly so,
formal dining room furniture performed extremely well. That led there is a lot of talk in our industhe owner to build relationships try about the challenges associwith suppliers of these pieces and ated with ongoing demographic
to disproportionately stock formal shifts in the United States. For
dining room furniture over uphol- those who have been in the busistery and other important catego- ness over the long term, Baby
ries. In today’s market, though, Boomers have been the mainformal dining room furniture rep- stay. These reliable customers
resents an extremely small per- are often friends, too. They care
cent (if any) of a store’s average about brand-name merchandise,
a result, the store’s higher-end
showrooms are out of step with
the increasingly budget-conscious
character of the population. Of
course, it’s also possible to walk
into a store and see the opposite:
the owner is still selling low to
mid-end pieces even though the
store’s rapidly gentrifying trade
area now brims with families with
greater disposable income.
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“Cater to the shifting needs

of your existing Baby Boomer customers, with increasing focus on the often
forgotten Generation-X, while gradually turning your ship to the Millennials.”

quality and dependability and
don’t mind waiting for what they
want (“patience is a virtue”). They
are community-minded and, yes,
loyal to the local merchant and
brand.

Boomer Bust
The problem is that as more
Boomers retire and downsize, this
important customer base—78.8
million members at its peak in
1999—is rapidly shrinking. By
2050, the Boomer population
is projected to dwindle to 16.6
million, according to the Pew
Research Center. The Millennial
generation, meanwhile, is expected to overtake the Boomers in
2019 as the number of Millennials
grows to 73 million (versus 72
million boomers).

The Millennial Conundrum
Because of both the size and
novelty of the Millennials, many
in our industry talk almost exclusively about this generation when
mulling the effects of demographic change. The question for
independents, though, is whether
146

focusing only on the Millennials,
for now, is the right strategy.
The Millennials are largely conditioned and programmed for
instant gratification. They seek
the most streamlined approach to
getting what they want as quickly as possible. Brands, in and
of themselves, aren’t important
to them. Millennials are more
likely to rent and to move residences every couple of years. As
has been much discussed in our
industry, the youngest members
of this generation are content
with more “disposable” RTA items
so long as they fit their lifestyle,
budget and arrive quickly. When
Millennials do buy furniture,
they’re apt to pick up their phones
and browse the Internet to either
immediately purchase or find
the omni-channeled, value-driven
brick-and-mortar retailer where
they can get delivery of their purchase within two to five days.
For established independent
furniture retailers, targeting
Millennials means squaring off
against those multi-billion-dollar chain stores and ecommerce
operators that already focus on
them. A smarter and more viable
approach: avoid battling these

giants on their own turf; instead,
cater to the shifting needs of your
existing Baby Boomer customers,
with increasing focus on the often
forgotten Generation-X, while
gradually turning your ship, so to
speak, to the Millennials.
Think of this as vigorously
tending to your own smaller
sandbox. Remember, the Baby
Boomer generation is shrinking,
but it is still a force. Increasingly,
the aging Boomers value smaller-scale pieces that offer mobility,
comfort and affordability. Make
sure you dominate this customer base in your marketplace by
carrying such merchandise. Rely
on solid market research and
your own instincts, supplier relationships and expertise to adapt
your product, services and story
to these still-important customers.

GenX Potential
You could also ramp up your
focus on Generation X. This
often-under appreciated generation (anywhere from 35 to 55
years old) is comprised of a large
population of young and growing
families. Gen Xers are moving up
the economic ladder and have a
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significant and growing buying
power, due in no small part to
the historic transfer of trillions of
dollars in wealth from the Baby
Boomers to this younger generation.
According to Pew Research, in
2028 there will be 64.6 million
Gen Xers—more than enough
potential customers to support
those independent furniture retailers that excel at catering to their
needs. The Gen Xers grew up
in between the Baby Boomers
and the Millennials and relate
to both. Like their Baby Boomer
predecessors, they have a sense
of brand loyalty. They have disposable income and are tired
of disposable furniture—a perfect
bridge for your business.
Remember also that the oldest
cohorts among Millennials are
advancing in their careers. Their
tastes and habits are evolving
as well. While they crave instant
gratification they increasingly

furnworld January2019-5 singles.indd 148

want better quality—a tendency
that will only deepen over time.
Most important, for them, is product that reflects their lifestyle and
suits their image. When they get
tired of lesser-quality, disposable
furniture, they might just see your
store as an attractive alternative.
The dividing line between the
youngest Gen Xers and the oldest
Millennials is a bit blurry. If your
mix appeals strongly to the former, over time it will appeal more
and more to the latter.

Tactical Survival Tips

1.

The Right Customer
Engagement Focus.
First, find and hire forward-thinking talent. Welcome new
ideas. Embrace a comprehensive
social media presence, while realizing that competing on the same
playing field with ecommerce giants
isn’t viable. Put a lot of attention
into the look, feel and functionality
of your website in ways that speak
directly to the lifestyle of your customers and that reflect who they
are. Brands like Apple and Subaru
are all about lifestyle. Furniture can
be that way as well. Your customers
still (and will always) want to touch
and feel furniture. Get them into
your store and you have an opportunity to win them over and earn
their loyalty.

As you hone the big-picture
strategies described above, it is
equally important to embrace tacBuying Groups. If
tics that can boost your business.
you’re not already in
On the marketing front, for examone, you might also
ple, many furniture stores still consider joining a buying group.
operate as though it were 2003. Membership in these organizations
gives you “strength in numbers”
buying power as well as opportu-

2.
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LET'S DO THIS!
nities to establish relationships with
precisely those new vendors that do
the best job of appealing to, say,
Baby Boomers moving from the
suburbs to the city, or Gen X families eager to furnish new homes
with better-quality pieces. Seek out
a group that offers additional benefits. That could include meetings
where you can share ideas with
peers who do not compete in your
geographic market. You might also
find savings on shared infrastructure such as website design and
maintenance or get special pricing
from the group’s preferred vendors
for inventory management systems,
payroll or private-label credit card
programs. Through economies
of scale, well-run buying groups
can help level the playing field in
a market dominated by gigantic
chains.

3.

Financing Programs.
In particular, having
the right consumer-finance partner is critical. The better private-label credit programs
offer a wide range of payment
options, including no-interest or
fixed low-interest financing for
extended periods. In a high-ticket
business such as furniture, consumers appreciate being able to gain
more purchasing power without
stretching the credit limits on their
high-interest bankcards. The key
is to find a program that makes
the in-store application process
relatively painless. You want the
partnership to provide a high-level
of customer service (remember,
152

your store’s name is on the card)
and to offer the most competitive
rates. You may also want to have
a back-up “second-tier” program
that extends credit to customers
whose scores don’t measure up for
your primary finance company. As
mentioned above, being part of a
buying group can help you gain
access to better private-label credit
programs.

change, the message is simple for
those who aim to forge ahead:
Consumer habits, values and ideals always evolve. By understanding and embracing change, you
can identify your particular sandbox and then invest in it, own it,
play in it and enjoy it. Wasn’t that
your original plan?

About Mark Bannon: Mark
Bannon, a 30-year veteran of
Conclusion
the furniture industry, is Director
Will all independent furniture of Furniture Solutions for Tiger
retailers negotiate this new tricky Group, a leading provider of
territory successfully? Certainly asset valuation, advisory and
not. Some would like to see their disposition services; mbannon@
businesses continue for years and tigergroup.com.
decades, but they happen to lack
a viable succession plan. Others
may simply choose not to continue in the independent furniture
retail arena. If either of those
descriptions fits you, it is important to take the appropriate action
to maximize your hard-earned
assets. Often, we see long-term
retailers holding on to a business
in a state of limbo while their
equity gradually dissipates. What
was your dream when you began
on this journey? Raise a family,
build a business, share in a community and enjoy life? When the
time is right, honor your dream,
cash-in, retire and enjoy the fruits
of your labor. Job well done!
As the furniture business continues to undergo disruptive

"Shoppers can change
for many reasons.
In markets around the
country today, it’s
possible to walk into
independent furniture
stores that are full of
pretty, quality pieces
that simply don’t sell."
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THE STUFF
DREAMS ARE MADE ON

C

hances
are pretty
good that
William
Shakespeare
never shopped at
a mattress store,
appliance or
home furnishings
super-center,
but...

154

by Gordon Hecht

As you probably recognized, the
title above is a quote from the
Great Bard, William Shakespeare.
Some scholars credit Big Bill
with inventing over 1700 words
in the English language. If you
have spoken words like advertising, fashionable, marketable, or
even bedroom, you can rejoice in
knowing that they appeared first
in a Shakespearean comedy or
tragedy.
Although he wrote around 400
years ago, many of his greatest
lines apply to our business world
today. There are many ways to
differentiate between the Bard’s
comedies and tragedies. For me,
it comes down to this. In the comedies, the hero or heroine lives.
In the tragedies, they perish (often
taking a few other people with
them along the way). How you
operate your business can also
be the difference between comedy
and tragedy.
Chances are pretty good that
Shakespeare never shopped at
a mattress store, appliance store
or furniture super-center. Due to
poor urban planning at that time
they all were against zoning laws
at the Globe Theater. However

he did have a lot to say about our
business. Here are some quotable
lines he might have said after visiting your location:

1.

"Better three hours too
soon, than a minute too
late." Imagine if WS drove up
to your store at 9:55. Would he
find the door locked as the store
team waited for the strike of 10
to turn the key? Would his vehicle
(whatever they drove in the 1560s)
be the only vehicle in the parking
lot? Sure, retail days are long
days, and some store people like
to show up just at opening time.

"You may have RSAs
that declare that they
won’t sell a particular
product because they
don’t believe in it.
It’s madcap!"
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"You may never see
William Shakespeare in
your store, but you will
see his soul live on with
each shopper that leaves
without buying. Bill
would say 'Parting
is such sweet sorrow,
that I say good night
until the morrow.'"

But it is a fool’s deed to try to show
up and open up all in 90 seconds.
Being ready 15 to 20 minutes
before the curtain goes up on a
new retail day should be a store
rule. The first shopper in the door
usually buys!

2.

"What is in a name? That
which we call a rose by
any other name would smell as
sweet." What if Shakespeare himself walked into your store asking
for a brand that your store does not
carry? Would he witness a flustered
156

and disappointed retail salesperson who says that it’s not a brand
that the store carries and sometimes even tags on a disparaging comment about the brand the
shopper requested? Or, sometimes
in a slanted view of good customer
service, would the RSA send Bill to
another retail store?
Just as if WS called a ROSE a
DOORKNOB or a BUCKET, the
flower would still smell as sweet.
He may be asking for Brand X, but
what he really wants is a MATTRESS
(or sofa or microwave oven). RSAs
who congratulate a shopper on
researching Brand X can then confirm that they also have done their
research, and decided to sell a
different brand because it offers
more value. Inviting a shopper to
experience the look, comfort, and
craftsmanship of the products in
the store will cause greater satisfaction and even a few more sales!

3.

"All the world’s a stage
and all the men and
women merely players." I am
not sure of the whole world, but
I can assure you that your retail
store is a stage and when it comes

to selling, the BEST SHOW WINS!
Successful retail owners and managers rehearse their sales teams on
every part of a selling presentation.
This includes advertising, merchandise features and benefits, and the
added value their store offers to
shoppers like William Shakespeare.
It’s up to RSAs to deliver that message in a way that the audience
can understand. And every audience, like every sales presentation,
is different.
You may have RSAs that declare
that they won’t sell a particular
product because they don’t believe
in it. It’s madcap! It is NEVER an
RSA’s decision to shield an appropriate item from a shopper. RSAs
don’t have to love every item in
your store, but they have to ACT
like they do.

4.

"Though she be but little,
she is ﬁerce." I am not
sure how often Mrs. Shakespeare
took her husband, the Bard, on
shopping trips. She probably had
her own credit card and looked forward to getting away from all those
Thee’s, Thou’s and Thy’s for a few
hours. The Bard knew — and you
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"RSAs who congratulate
a shopper on researching Brand X can then confirm that they also have done
their research, and decided to sell a different brand because it offers more value."
should too — that every shopper
has a loud voice, be that they were
treated right or wrong. In today’s
world of social media, bad experiences are carved into the digital sky
and good deeds are often merely
written onto water.
You can take advantage of both
scenarios! Respond to negative
comments on Google, Yelp, and
Facebook. Never debate the merits
of negative comments on social
media, you will surely lose. However
simply responding “we are sorry
for your experience-please call our
store manager (Name) at 5551212 so we can make this right”
will show you care.
For your raving fans-it’s important to get their comments out
too! Don’t let your best customers
become a silent majority! Actively
seeking positive five-star reviews
will make your store stand out from
the Sea of Sameness that populates
the retail environment today.

5.

Brevity is the soul of wit.
William Shakespeare was
not a lot different than the shoppers
in your store (and even ME!). I found
reading or viewing a Shakespeare
play boring and tedious when I was
in high school. (And not because
the plays had not just come out!)
When I read or see those same
stories now, I find there’s true comedy, great insight, and life lessons
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in each one. People love to tell a
story. Their number one favorite
subject is themselves. Listening to
shoppers tell their life story while
in a retail setting can be boring,
but it is often said that “When they
are talking, they are buying”. You
don’t have to put a clock on it, but
if your RSAs are doing 70 percent
of the talking and 30 percent of the
listening, they are probably losing
too many sales. Flip it to 70 percent listening – and I mean active
listening – and 30 percent talking,
and you’ll see an amazing increase
in sales and job satisfaction.

Conclusion
You may never see William
Shakespeare in your store, but you
will see his soul live on with each
shopper that leaves without buying. Bill would say “Parting is such
sweet sorrow, that I say good night
until the morrow”. Your shoppers
might simply say “I’ll be back”,
never to be seen again. Put on a
great show with great players and
avoid the tragedy of lost business.
Gordon Hecht: Gordon
Hecht is a Senior Manager for
Serta Simmons Bedding’s Strategic
Retail Group comprising over 400
locally owned and operated bedding stores across the country

About

selling Serta Simmons branded
and America’s Mattress-branded
mattresses. He started his career
in Home Furnishings as a delivery
helper and driver, later moving to
sales and management.
Gordon has been a store manager, multi-unit Manager and
National Director of Sales and has
been recognized for outstanding
achievement with Ashley Furniture
HomeStores, Drexel-Heritage, RB
Furniture, Reliable Stores, and
Sofa Express. See all of Gordon's
articles at www.furninfo.com/
Authors/List. Questions and comments can be directed to Gordon
Hecht at ghecht@serta.com.

"You don’t have to
put a clock on it,
but if your RSAs are
doing 70 percent of the
talking and 30 percent
of the listening, they
are probably losing too
many sales.”
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